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University of Pittsburgh, 2006
Efficient representations and solutions for large structured decision problems with continuous and
discrete variables are among the important challenges faced by the designers of automated decision
support systems. In this work, we describe a novel hybrid factored Markov decision process (MDP)
model that allows for a compact representation of these problems, and a hybrid approximate linear
programming (HALP) framework that permits their efficient solutions. The central idea of HALP
is to approximate the optimal value function of an MDP by a linear combination of basis functions
and optimize its weights by linear programming. We study both theoretical and practical aspects of
this approach, and demonstrate its scale-up potential on several hybrid optimization problems.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Humans have been always fascinated by the question whether our intelligent behavior can be imi-
tated by a machine. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science that studies building
of these intelligent systems. This thesis is a contribution to this field. At the highest level, we study
a traditional framework for sequential decision making and generalize it to allow building of ratio-
nally behaving systems under uncertainty in real-world domains.
A rationally behaving system and its stochastic behavior can be usually formulated as a Markov
decision process (MDP). An MDP is a controlled stochastic process whose dynamics is represented
by state transitions. Objectives of the control are modeled by rewards (or costs), which are assigned
to state-action configurations. In the simplest form, the states and actions of an MDP are assumed
to be discrete and unstructured. These models can be solved efficiently by dynamic programming
methods [6, 82, 10].
Unfortunately, textbook models rarely meet the practice and its needs. First, real-world deci-
sion problems are naturally described in a factored form and may involve a combination of discrete
and continuous variables. Second, there are no guarantees that compact forms of the optimal value
function or policy for these problems exist. Therefore, hybrid optimization problems are typically
discretized and solved approximately by the methods for discrete-state MDPs. The contribution of
this work is a principled, sound, and efficient approach to solving large-scale factored MDPs that
avoids this discretization step.
The presented framework is based on approximate linear programming (ALP) [86], which has
been already applied to solve decision problems with discrete state and action variables efficiently
[85, 23, 39]. These applications include context-specific planning [40], multiagent planning [38],
relational MDPs [36], and first-order MDPs [84]. In this work, we show how to adapt ALP to solve
large-scale factored MDPs in hybrid state and action spaces.
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Our approach combines factored MDP representations (Section 2.3 and Chapter 3) and opti-
mization techniques for solving large-scale structured linear programs (Section 3.3). This leads to
various benefits. First, the quality and complexity of value function approximations is controlled by
using basis functions (Section 2.3.2). Therefore, we can prevent an exponential blowup in the com-
plexity of computations when other techniques cannot. Second, we always guarantee that HALP
returns some solution. Its quality naturally depends on the choice of basis function. As analyzed in
Section 3.2.1, if these are selected appropriately, we achieve a close approximation to the optimal
value function V ∗. Third, a well-chosen class of basis functions yields closed-form solutions to the
backprojections of our value functions (Section 3.2.2). This step seems critical for solving hybrid
optimization problems more efficiently. Finally, solving hybrid factored MDPs reduces to building
and satisfying relaxed formulations of the original problem (Section 3.3). These formulations can
be solved efficiently by the cutting plane method, which has been studied extensively in operations
research and applied mathematics.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the fundamentals of Markov decision
processes and reviews state-of-the-art methods for solving large-scale factored MDPs with discrete
and continuous variables. In Chapter 3, we present a novel hybrid factored MDP model that allows
for a compact representation of these problems, and a new hybrid approximate linear programming
(HALP) framework that permits their efficient solutions. In Chapter 4, we extend the concepts from
Chapter 3 and show how to solve a very general class of hybrid factored MDPs efficiently. A novel
approach to learning basis functions in hybrid state and action spaces is demonstrated in Chapter 5.
Finally, the results of the thesis are summarized in Chapter 6. For better readability, our proofs are
deferred to the appendix.
2
2.0 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This chapter introduces background concepts and related work. First, we review the fundamentals
of Markov decision processes (Section 2.1). Second, we discuss dynamic programming techniques
for solving these problems efficiently (Section 2.2). Unfortunately, neither the flat MDP represen-
tation nor its efficient solutions scale up to real-world problems. To provide a sufficient background
for our work, we review state-of-the-art methods for solving large-scale MDPs (Section 2.3). Spe-
cial attention is paid to the scalability of these methods.
The following notation is used throughout the work. Sets and their members are represented by
capital and small italic letters as S and s, respectively. Sets of variables, their subsets, and members
of these sets are denoted by capital letters asX, Xi, and Xi. In general, corresponding small letters
represent value assignments to these objects. The subscripted indices D and C denote the discrete
and continuous variables in a variable set and its value assignment. The function Dom(·) computes
the domain of a variable or the domain of a function. The function Par(·) returns the parent set of
a variable in a graphical model [47, 25].
2.1 MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES
Markov decision processes [6] provide an elegant mathematical framework for modeling and solv-
ing sequential decision problems under uncertainty. Formally, a finite-state Markov decision pro-
cess (MDP) is defined as a 4-tuple M = (S,A, P,R), where S = {s1, . . . , sn} is a set of states,
A = {a1, . . . , am} is a set of actions, P : S × A × S → [0, 1] is a stochastic transition function
of state dynamics conditioned on the preceding state and action, and R : S × A → R is a reward
function assigning immediate payoffs to state-action configurations. Without loss of generality, the
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reward function is assumed to be nonnegative and bounded from above by a constant Rmax [82].
Moreover, we assume that the transition and reward models are stationary and known a priori.
Once a decision problem is formulated as an MDP, the goal is to find a policy that maximizes
some objective function. Formally, a policy pi is a mapping pi : S × A → [0, 1] from the states s
to a distribution over the actions a that determines the probability of taking actions. The policy is
deterministic if this mapping is a deterministic function pi : S → A.
In this work, we assume that Markov decision processes have infinite horizons and their future
rewards are discounted exponentially. Therefore, the quality of policies is measured by the infinite
horizon discounted reward:
Epi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtR(s(t), pi(s(t)))
∣∣∣∣∣ s(0) ∼ ϕ
]
, (2.1)
where γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor, s(t) is the state at the time step t, and the expectation is taken
with respect to state-action trajectories that start in the states s(0) and follow the policy pi thereafter.
The initial states s(0) are chosen according to a distribution ϕ. This optimality criterion guarantees
that there always exists an optimal policy pi∗ which is stationary and deterministic [82].
Value functions express the preference for occupying states s and their computation is often an
intermediate step towards deriving a policy. In infinite-horizon MDPs, the value of being in a state
s under a policy pi:
V pi(s) = Epi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtR(s(t), pi(s(t)))
∣∣∣∣∣ s(0) = s
]
(2.2)
equals to the expected long-term return accrued by starting in this state and following the policy pi
thereafter. The value function V pi satisfies the recursive relationship:
V pi(s) = R(s, pi(s)) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, pi(s))V pi(s′). (2.3)
It follows that V pi is a solution to a system of |S| linear equations (Equation 2.3), one for each state
s. The optimal value function V ∗ yields the highest long-term return (Equation 2.2) in every state
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s. In other words, the inequality V ∗≥V pi is satisfied for any value function V pi. The optimal value
function is also a fixed point of the Bellman equation [6]:
V ∗(s) = max
a
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, a)V ∗(s′)
]
. (2.4)
The optimal policy pi∗ can be defined greedily with respect to V ∗ as:
pi∗(s) = argmax
a
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, a)V ∗(s′)
]
. (2.5)
In addition to the value function, we define a Q-function:
Qpi(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, a)V pi(s′), (2.6)
which represents the expected long-term return accrued by starting in the state s, taking an action
a, and following the policy pi thereafter. This definition permits the rewriting of Equations 2.4 and
2.5 as:
V ∗(s) = max
a
Q∗(s, a) (2.7)
pi∗(s) = argmax
a
Q∗(s, a) (2.8)
Finally, we introduce two backup operators:
T piV (s) = R(s, pi(s)) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, pi(s))V (s′) (2.9)
T ∗V (s) = max
a
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, a)V (s′)
]
. (2.10)
These allow for a compact formulation of Equations 2.3 and 2.4 as:
V pi = T piV pi (2.11)
V ∗ = T ∗V ∗. (2.12)
The operator T ∗ is known as the Bellman operator and the function V ∗ is its fixed point. The value
function V pi is a fixed point of the backup operator T pi.
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2.2 SOLVING MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES
Markov decision processes can be solved by various exact and approximate methods [82, 10, 91].
In this section, we introduce the most fundamental dynamic programming (DP) techniques, which
establish a starting point for later discussed approximations. These approaches are mathematically
well developed. However, they require a complete model of the environment, which is often viewed
as their limitation. Nevertheless, there exist numerous large real-world problems where the dynam-
ics is known but the long-term optimal control is hard to determine. For a comprehensive overview
of other approaches to solving MDPs, refer to the book by Sutton and Barto [91].
2.2.1 Value Iteration
Value iteration (Figure 1) builds an approximation to the optimal value function V ∗ by the iterative
application of the Bellman operator T ∗. The backups V (0), V (1) = T ∗V (0), V (2) = T ∗V (1), . . . are
guaranteed to converge to V ∗ independently of their starting point V (0). The convergence is due to
the properties of the Bellman operator T ∗, which is a contraction mapping with a contraction factor
γ∈ [0, 1). Based on this fact, Littman [63] proved that value iteration converges to a greedy policy:
pi(t)(s) = argmax
a
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, a)V pi(t)(s′)
]
(2.13)
that yields V pi(t) = V ∗ in a polynomial number of steps in the number of states |S|, the number of
actions |A|, logmaxs,a |R(s, a)|, and 1/(1− γ). The computational complexity of performing the
backup V (t+1) = T ∗V (t) is O(|S|2 |A|).
Instead of applying this bound, value iteration (Figure 1) is often terminated when the Bellman
error ‖V − T ∗V ‖∞ = maxs |V (s)− T ∗V (s)| is small. The loss of acting greedily with respect
to an imperfect value function V (t) can be bounded as follows.
Proposition 1 (Williams and Baird III [100]) The loss of acting greedily with respect to a value
function V :
u(s) = argmax
a
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, a)V (s′)
]
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Inputs:
a Markov decision process M = (S,A, P,R)
an initial value function V (0)
Bellman error ε
Algorithm:
t = −1
repeat
t = t+ 1
for every state s ∈ S
V (t+1)(s) = maxa
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′ P (s
′ | s, a)V (t)(s′)]
until
(∥∥V (t) − V (t+1)∥∥∞ < ε)
Outputs:
a value function V (t)
Figure 1: Pseudo-code implementation of value iteration.
can be bounded as:
‖V ∗ − V u‖∞ ≤
γ ‖V − T ∗V ‖∞
1− γ ,
where V u is a value function generated by following the greedy policy u.
2.2.2 Policy Iteration
Policy iteration (Figure 2) builds the optimal policy pi∗ in a sequence of alternating policy evalua-
tion and policy improvement steps [6, 46]. The policy evaluation step computes the value function
V pi
(t) for a fixed policy pi(t). This step can be easily implemented by solving a system of |S| linear
equations:
V pi
(t)
(s) = R(s, pi(t)(s)) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, pi(t)(s))V pi(t)(s′) ∀ s ∈ S, (2.14)
where V pi(t) denotes the variables in the LP. Subsequently, the policy improvement step generates
a greedy policy pi(t+1) with respect to the value function V pi(t) , which is no worse than the existing
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Inputs:
a Markov decision process M = (S,A, P,R)
an initial policy pi(0)
Algorithm:
t = −1
repeat
t = t+ 1
compute V pi(t) by solving the system of |S| linear equations:
V pi
(t)
(s) = R(s, pi(t)(s)) + γ
∑
s′ P (s
′ | s, pi(t)(s))V pi(t)(s′) ∀ s ∈ S
for every state s ∈ S
pi(t+1)(s) = argmaxa
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′ P (s
′ | s, a)V pi(t)(s′)
]
until pi(t) equals to pi(t+1)
Outputs:
a policy pi(t)
Figure 2: Pseudo-code implementation of policy iteration.
solution pi(t). These two steps are alternated until the two successive policies pi(t) and pi(t+1) are the
same. This stopping criterion guarantees that pi(t) = pi∗.
Every MDP induces |A||S| different deterministic policies (|A| choices for each state s). There-
fore, the length of the sequence V pi(0) , V pi(1) , V pi(2) , . . . is exponential in the number of states |S| in
the worst case. A tighter bound, which shows that policy iteration always converges to the optimal
value function V ∗ in no more steps than value iteration, is discussed in the work of Puterman [82].
In practice, policy iteration is typically faster than value iteration or linear programming. Its faster
convergence rate is partially offset by a higher computational cost of O(|S|3+ |S|2 |A|) for a single
iteration.
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2.2.3 Linear Programming
The optimal value function V ∗ is known to be a fixed point of the Bellman equation (Equation 2.4).
Interestingly, a similar system of |S| equations:
V (s) ≥ max
a
[
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, a)V (s′)
]
∀ s ∈ S, (2.15)
which are nonlinear in V , can be rewritten as |S| |A| linear equations:
V (s) ≥ R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, a)V (s′) ∀ s ∈ S, a ∈ A. (2.16)
Since the Bellman operator T ∗ is a monotonic contraction mapping, we conclude that for any value
function V , V ≥T ∗V implies V ≥T ∗V ≥ · · · ≥V ∗. Therefore, if a value function V satisfies the
constraints imposed by Equation 2.16, it constitutes an upper bound on the optimal value function
V ∗. Furthermore, V ∗ is a pointwise minimum of these upper bounds. As a result, the optimal value
function V ∗ must be a solution to the linear programming (LP) formulation [67]:
minimize
∑
s
ψ(s)V (s) (2.17)
subject to: V (s) ≥ R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
P (s′ | s, a)V (s′) ∀ s ∈ S, a ∈ A;
where V (s) denotes the variables in the LP, one for each state s, and ψ(s) > 0 is a strictly positive
weighting on the state space S. The number of constraints is equal to the cardinality of the cross
product of the state and action spaces |S × A|.
Based on the duality theorem [11], the optimal value function V ∗ is also a solution to the dual
linear programming formulation:
maximize
∑
s,a
R(s, a)φ(s, a) (2.18)
subject to:
∑
a
φ(s′, a) = 1 + γ
∑
s,a
P (s′ | s, a)φ(s, a) ∀ s′ ∈ S;
where the initial roles of the variables and constraints are reversed. This formulation is interpreted
as maximizing the total reward
∑
s,aR(s, a)φ(s, a) of the policy flow φ(s, a). The consistency of
the flow is assured by the constraints in the dual LP. For every state s′, the flow that exists the state
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∑
a φ(s
′, a) is equal to its discounted inflow
∑
s,a P (s
′ | s, a)φ(s, a) increased by a constant flow
of 1. Note that both the primal and dual formulations (2.17 and 2.18) can be solved by any linear
programming solver.
Linear programming and its efficient solutions have been studied extensively in applied math-
ematics and operations research [11]. The simplex algorithm is a common way of solving LPs. Its
worst-case time complexity is exponential in the number of variables. The ellipsoid method [52]
offers polynomial time guarantees but it is impractical for solving LPs of even moderate size.
The primal LP formulation (2.17) can be solved compactly by the cutting plane method [11] if
its objective function and constraint space are structured. Briefly, this method searches for violated
constraints in relaxed formulations of the original LP. In every step, we start with a relaxed solution
V (t), find a violated constraint given V (t), add it to the LP, and resolve for a new vector V (t+1). The
method is iterated until no violated constraint is found, so that V (t) is an optimal solution to the LP.
This technique has a potential to solve large structured linear programs if we can identify violated
constraints efficiently [11]. The violated constraint and the method that found it are often referred
to as a separating hyperplane and a separation oracle, respectively.
Delayed column generation [11] is based on a similar idea as the cutting plane method, which
is applied to the column space of variables instead of the row space of constraints. Dantzig-Wolfe
and Bender’s decompositions reflect the structure in the constraint space and are typically used for
solving large structured linear programs.
2.3 SOLVING LARGE-SCALE MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES
In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we introduced the standard textbook representation for MDPs and the most
fundamental dynamic programming methods for solving these problems efficiently. Unfortunately,
neither this representation nor the DP methods scale up to real-world problems. First, the standard
MDP formulation does not allow for representing the factored nature of the state space and related
structure in the transition function, which is typical for many real-world problems. Second, even if
this structure can be described compactly by state variables and their dynamics (Section 2.3.1), the
time complexity of the exact DP methods remains polynomial in the size of the state space X [82].
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Since the state space X is exponential in the number of state variables if the variables are discrete,
the DP methods are not suitable for solving large factored MDPs. Finally, the DP methods assume
a finite support for the optimal value function or policy, which may not exist if continuous variables
are present. As a result, any feasible approach to solving large-scale real-world MDPs is likely to
be approximate.
The goal of this section is to discuss these approaches and provide sufficient background for our
work. First, we review discrete-state factored MDPs [14], which allow for a compact representation
of the structure in discrete-state spaces (Section 2.3.1). This representation is extended to problems
with discrete and continuous state and action variables in Sections 3.1 and 4.1. Second, we discuss
standard methods for solving factored MDPs with continuous variables: parametric value function
(Section 2.3.2), parametric policy (Section 2.3.3), and grid (Section 2.3.4) approximations. Special
attention is paid to the approximate linear programming (Section 2.3.2.3), which has a potential to
solve large-scale problems [85, 23, 39] but has not been applied to solve continuous-state or hybrid
factored MDPs yet. This extension is presented in Sections 3.2 and 4.2.
2.3.1 Factored Transition and Reward Models
Real-world decision problems are often described in a factored form. Discrete-state factored MDPs
[14] allow for a compact representation of this structure.
A discrete-state factored MDP [14] is a 4-tupleM = (X,A, P, R), whereX = {X1, . . . , Xn}
is a state space described by state variables,A = {a1, . . . , am} is a set of actions1, P (X′ | X,A) is
a stochastic transition model of state dynamics conditioned on the preceding state and action, and
R is a reward function assigning immediate payoffs to state-action configurations. The state of the
system is completely observed and represented by a vector of value assignments x = (x1, . . . , xn).
We assume that the values of every state variable Xi are restricted to a finite domain Dom(Xi).
Transition model: The transition model is characterized by the conditional probability distribution
P (X′ | X,A), where X and X′ denote the state variables at two successive time steps t and t+ 1.
1For simplicity of exposition, we discuss a simpler MDP model, which assumes a single action variable A instead
of the factored action space A = {A1, . . . , Am}. Our conclusions in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.3 extend to MDPs with
factored action spaces [38].
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Since the tabular representation of P (X′ | X,A) is infeasible, we assume that the transition model
factors along X′ as:
P (X′ | X, a) =
n∏
i=1
P (X ′i | Par(X ′i), a) (2.19)
and can be represented compactly by a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [25]. This representation
captures independencies among the state variablesX andX′ given an action a. One-step dynamics
of every state variable Xi is modeled by its conditional probability distribution P (X ′i |Par(X ′i), a),
where Par(X ′i)⊆ X is the parent set of X ′i. Typically, this parent set is a subset of state variables
which simplifies the parameterization of the model.
Reward model: The reward model is factored similarly to the transition model. In particular, the
reward function R(x, a) =
∑
j Rj(xj, a) is an additive function of local reward functions defined
on the subsets Xj and A. In graphical models, the local functions can be described compactly by
reward nodes Rj , which are conditioned on their parent sets Par(Rj) = Xj ∪ A. To allow for this
representation, we formally extend our DBN into an influence diagram [47].
Example 1 (Guestrin et al. [37]) To illustrate the concept of a factored MDP, we consider a net-
work administration problem, in which the computers are unreliable and fail. The failures of these
computers propagate through network connections to the whole network. For instance, if the server
X1 (Figure 3a) is down, the chance that the neighboring computer X2 crashes increases. The ad-
ministrator can prevent the propagation of the failures by rebooting computers that have already
crashed.
This network administration problem can be formulated as a factored MDP. The state of the
network is completely observed and represented by n binary variables X = {X1, . . . , Xn}, where
the variable Xi denotes the state of the i-th computer: 0 (being down) or 1 (running). At each time
step, the administrator selects an action from the set A = {a1, . . . , an+1}. The action ai (i ≤ n)
corresponds to rebooting the i-th computer. The last action an+1 is dummy. The transition function
reflects the propagation of failures in the network and can be encoded locally by conditioning on
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: a. Four computers in a ring topology. The direction of propagating failures is represented
by arrows. b. A graphical representation of factored transition and reward models after taking an
action a1 in the 4-ring topology. The future state of the server X ′1 is independent of the rest of the
network because the server is rebooted. Reward nodes R1 and Rj (j ≥ 2) denote the components
2x1 and xj (j ≥ 2) of the reward model. c. A graphical representation of the linear value function
approximation V w(x) = w0+
∑4
i=1wixi in the 4-ring topology. Reward nodes H0 and Hi (i ≥ 1)
denote the value function components w0 and wixi (i ≥ 1).
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the parent set of every computer. A natural metric for evaluating the performance of an adminis-
trator is the total number of running computers. This metric factors along the computer states xi
and can be represented compactly by an additive reward function:
R(x, a) = 2x1 +
n∑
j=2
xj.
The weighting of states establishes our preferences for maintaining the server X1 and workstations
X2, . . . , Xn. An example of transition and reward functions after taking an action a1 in the 4-ring
topology (Figure 3a) is given in Figure 3b.
Discrete-state factored MDPs with finite horizons can be solved exactly by structured DP methods
[12]. These approaches [14, 13] rely on the structured representations of value functions, which are
updated iteratively by structured Bellman backups. The value function is represented by a decision
tree [14, 13] or by an algebraic decision diagram [45]. Unfortunately, the structure in the function is
often lost after few backups. Therefore, structured dynamic programming is unsuitable for solving
infinite-horizon MDPs. To address this problem, Boutilier and Dearden [13] proposed approximate
versions of the structured DP techniques.
Unfortunately, the cost of solving discrete-state factored MDPs optimally is exponential in the
number of state variables in the worst case. Therefore, to solve these problems efficiently, we have
to trade the quality of the solutions for their computational cost. A common approach is to refrain
from computing the optimal value function or policy, and search for their approximations in some
parametric class (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3). These ideas can be applied to large problems with both
discrete and continuous variables. Moreover, continuous-state factored MDPs can be approximated
by discrete models (Section 2.3.4), which can be solved by the standard DP methods (Section 2.2).
2.3.2 Parametric Value Function Approximations
A popular way of solving large factored MDPs is the approximation of the optimal value function
V ∗ by some parametric function V λ [10, 91, 32]. The parameters λ are fit to minimize some notion
of an error between the value functions V ∗ and V λ. In general, this optimization step can be viewed
as approximate value iteration (Section 2.3.2.1), approximate policy iteration (Section 2.3.2.2), or
approximate linear programming (Section 2.3.2.3). These three methods generalize the exact DP
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techniques discussed in Section 2.2. After the optimization is completed, the policy can be derived
greedily with respect to the value function V λ.
The form of the function V λ is often domain specific and chosen in advance. The most popular
approximators are neural networks [10] and linear value function approximation [7, 98]:
V w(x) =
∑
i
wifi(x). (2.20)
This commonly employed approximation restricts the value function V w to the linear combination
of |w| basis functions fi(x), wherew is a vector of optimized weights.2 Each basis function can be
defined over the complete state space X, but often is limited to a small subset of state variables Xi
[7, 54]. The role of basis functions is very similar to features in machine learning. They are usually
provided by domain experts, although there is a growing body of work on learning basis functions
automatically (Section 2.3.2.4).
Example 2 To demonstrate the concept of the linear value function model, we consider the net-
work administration problem (Example 1) and assume a low chance of a single computer failing.
Then the value function in Figure 3c is sufficient to derive a close-to-optimal policy on the 4-ring
topology (Figure 3a) because the indicator functions fi(x) = xi can capture changes in the states
of individual computers. For instance, if the computer Xi fails, the policy:
u(x) = argmax
a
[
R(x, a) + γ
∑
x′
P (x′ | x, a)V w(x′)
]
immediately leads to rebooting it. If the failure has already propagated to the computer Xi+1, the
policy recovers it in the next step. This procedure is repeated until the spread of the initial failure
is stopped.
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Inputs:
a hybrid factored MDP M = (X,A, P,R)
basis functions f0(x), f1(x), f2(x), . . .
initial basis function weights w(0)
a set of states G =
{
x(1), . . . ,x(N)
}
Algorithm:
t = 0
while a stopping criterion is not met
for every state x(j)
for every basis function fi(x)
Xji = fi(x(j))
yj = maxa
[
R(x(j),a) + γEP (x′|x(j),a)
[
V w
(t)
(x′)
]]
w(t+1) = (XTX)−1XTy
t = t+ 1
Outputs:
basis function weights w(t)
Figure 4: Pseudo-code implementation of the least-squares value iteration (L2 VI) with the linear
value function approximation (Equation 2.20). The stopping criterion is often based on the number
of steps or the L2-norm error
∥∥∥V w(t) − T ∗V w(t)∥∥∥
2
measured on the set of states G. Our discussion
in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3 provides a recipe for an efficient implementation of the backup operation
T ∗V w(t)(x(j)) in hybrid state and action spaces.
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2.3.2.1 Approximate Value Iteration
Approximate value iteration is a natural generalization of value iteration (Section 2.2.1), where the
tabular value function V (x) is substituted for some parametric function V λ(x) [10]. This approach
can be traced back to Bellman et al. [7]. Comparing to value iteration, note that the full DP backup
V λ
(t+1)
= T ∗V λ(t) cannot be typically performed. Therefore, approximate value iteration methods
usually substitute this step by optimizing the parameters λ(t+1) to minimize some distance between
the new parametric value function V λ(t+1) and the backup T ∗V λ(t) of the latest approximation V λ(t) .
The minimization of the L2-norm distance with the linear value function approximation V w:
∑
x∈G
ψ(x)
[
V w
(t+1) − T ∗V w(t)
]2
(2.21)
is computationally attractive because it is identical to optimizing the least-squares error (Figure 4).
The optimization is done on a set of representative states G =
{
x(1), . . . ,x(N)
}
that are reweighted
according to a state relevance function ψ(x). Although this approach is popular [10], it can diverge
in embarrassingly simple situations [16]. The reason for the divergence is that the least-squares fit
can be an expansion under max-norm [32]. Alternatively, the optimization of the L2-norm distance
can be rewritten in the form of a gradient update and it is known as incremental value iteration [10].
Unfortunately, this approach suffers from the same drawbacks as the iterative minimization of the
least-squares error (Equation 2.21).
Parametric approximations often assume fixed value function models. However, in some cases,
it is possible to derive adaptive forms of V λ that combine well with the Bellman operator T ∗. For
instance, Sondik [88] demonstrated that convex piecewise linear functions are sufficient to repre-
sent value functions and their DP backups in partially-observable MDPs (POMDPs) [2, 42]. Based
on this idea, Feng et al. [28] proposed a method for solving MDPs with continuous variables. To
allow for full DP backups, the value function approximation is restricted to rectangular piecewise
linear and convex (RPWLC) functions. Further restrictions are placed on the transition and reward
models of MDPs. The main advantage of this approach is its adaptivity. The major disadvantages
are restrictions on solved MDPs and the complexity of RPWLC value functions, which may grow
2In the rest of the work, linear value function approximations are always referred to by the symbol V w. In contrast,
arbitrary parametric value function approximations are denoted by the symbol V λ.
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exponentially in the number of backups. As a result, without further modifications, this approach
is less likely to succeed in solving high-dimensional and distributed decision problems.
The work of Feng et al. [28] was also inspired by the experiments of Boyan and Littman [15]
with a single continuous state variable. Li and Littman [62] extended these approaches by allowing
piecewise constant transition functions. The final lazy approximation is a piecewise constant value
function. By applying similar ideas, Marecki et al. [69] showed that phase-type transition functions
over continuous state variables generate piecewise gamma value function approximations for every
discrete state of an MDP. Unfortunately, similarly to the work of Feng et al. [28], these methods do
not scale up beyond few continuous variables.
2.3.2.2 Approximate Policy Iteration
Approximate policy iteration is a common generalization of policy iteration (Section 2.2.2), where
the tabular value function V (x) is substituted for the parametric function V λ(x) [10]. Similarly to
policy iteration, this method alternates policy evaluation and policy improvement steps. The policy
evaluation step fits the parametric approximation V λ(t) to the value function V pi(t) for a fixed policy
pi(t). Once the policy evaluation is completed, the policy improvement step generates a new greedy
policy:
pi(t+1)(x) = max
a
[
R(x, a) + γEP (x′|x,a)
[
V λ
(t)
(x′)
]]
. (2.22)
The two steps are repeated until a stopping criterion is met. This iterative approach yields a close
approximation to the optimal value function V ∗ if all policy evaluation and all policy improvement
errors are close to zero [10]. Note that a close-to-zero reduction of the evaluation errors is difficult
in practice since the errors depend on our ability to approximate the often unknown value function
V ∗. In agreement with this observation [10], approximate policy iteration tends to make rapid and
fairly monotonic progress initially, but eventually gets trapped in an oscillatory pattern.
Existing approximate policy iteration techniques [10, 91, 61] differ in the way they implement
the policy evaluation and policy improvement step. In the simplest case, the value function V pi can
be estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation of the policy pi from a set of representative states G, and
its approximation V λ is fit to minimize theL2-norm error
∥∥V pi − V λ∥∥
2
on the setG. Unfortunately,
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the efficiency of this approach heavily depends on the choice of the representative states as well as
the quality of our Monte Carlo estimates [10].
Temporal-difference (TD) learning [89] provides a fully incremental solution to the minimiza-
tion of this L2-norm error. In short, when the value function is tabular, the TD(0) update for a fixed
policy pi is given by [91]:
V pi(x(t)) = V pi(x(t)) + α
[
R(x(t), pi(x(t))) + γV pi(x(t+1))− V pi(x(t))] , (2.23)
where α ∈ [0, 1) is a learning step, x(t) is the state at the time step t, and the state x(t+1) is a result
of taking an action pi(x(t)) in the state x(t). The convergence of this update to the value function V pi
was proved by Dayan and Sejnowski [22]. When the value function has a parametric form V λ, the
general gradient-descent update is equal to [91]:
λ(t+1) = λ(t) + α
[
υ(t) − V λ(t)(x(t))
]
∇λ(t)V λ
(t)
, (2.24)
where λ(t+1) is a vector of updated parameters,∇λ(t)V λ(t) is the vector of partial derivatives for the
value function V λ(t) , and υ(t) is an unbiased estimate of the value V pi(x(t)). The convergence of this
update for the linear value function approximation V w was proved by Tsitsiklis and Van Roy [97].
The L2-norm error
∥∥∥V pi − V w(∞)∥∥∥
2
of the resulting value function V w(∞) is bounded by a function
of the L2-norm error minw ‖V pi − V w‖2. The potential divergence of TD learning with non-linear
value function approximations was pointed out by Bertsekas [8].
Successful applications of TD learning include backgammon [93, 94, 95], job-shop scheduling
[103, 104], elevator dispatching [21], and acrobot [90]. The main advantage of the methods is that
they are model free. In other words, interaction with the environment is necessary but its complete
model in the form of an MDP is not needed. On the other hand, when the model is available, these
methods fit approximate value functions much slower than the approximate dynamic programming
techniques [91].
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2.3.2.3 Approximate Linear Programming
A variety of methods for optimizing the linear value function approximation have been studied and
analyzed (Sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2). The approximate linear programming (ALP) [86] recasts
this problem as a linear program:
minimizew
∑
x
ψ(x)
∑
i
wifi(x) (2.25)
subject to:
∑
i
wifi(x) ≥ R(x, a) + γ
∑
x′
P (x′ | x, a)
∑
i
wifi(x
′) ∀ x ∈ X, a ∈ A;
wherew represents the optimized variables in the LP, ψ(x) ≥ 0 are state relevance weights weight-
ing the quality of the approximation, and γ
∑
x′ P (x
′ | x, a)∑iwifi(x′) is a discounted backpro-
jection of the value function V w (Equation 2.20). The ALP formulation can be easily derived from
the standard LP formulation (2.17) by substituting V w(x) for V (x). The formulation is feasible if
the set of basis functions contains a constant function f0(x) ≡ 1. We assume that such a function is
always present. Note that the state relevance weights are no longer enforced to be strictly positive
(Section 2.2.3). Comparing to the standard LP formulation (2.17), which is solved by the optimal
value function V ∗ for arbitrary weights ψ(s) > 0, a solution w˜ to the ALP formulation depends on
the weights ψ(x). In short, the higher the weights, the higher the quality of the approximation V w˜
in a corresponding state.
Since our basis functions are often restricted to subsets of state variables (Section 2.3.2), sum-
mation terms in the ALP formulation can be computed compactly [37, 85]. For example, the order
of summation in the backprojection term can be changed as γ∑iwi∑x′i P (x′i | x, a)fi(x′i), which
allows for its aggregation in the space ofXi instead ofX. Similarly, a factored form of ψ(x) yields
an efficiently computable objective function [34].
The ALP formulation involves exponentially many constraints in the number of state variables
X. Fortunately, the constraints are structured. This results from combining factored transition and
reward models (Section 2.3.1) with the linear value function approximation (Equation 2.20). As a
consequence, the constraints can be satisfied without enumerating them exhaustively.
Example 3 The notion of a factored constraint space is important for the compact satisfaction of
exponentially many constraints. To illustrate this concept, let us consider the linear value function
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(Example 2) on the 4-ring network administration problem (Example 1). Intuitively, by combining
the graphical representations of P (x′ | x, a1), R(x, a1) (Figure 3b), and V w(x) (Figure 3c), we
obtain a factored model of constraint violations:
τw(x, a1) = V
w(x)− γ
∑
x′
P (x′ | x, a1)V w(x′)−R(x, a1)
=
∑
i
wifi(x)− γ
∑
i
wi
∑
x′i
P (x′i | x, a1)fi(x′i)−R(x, a1)
= w0 +
4∑
i=1
wixi − γw0 − γw1P (x′1 = 1 | a1)−
γ
4∑
i=2
wiP (x
′
i = 1 | xi, xi−1, a1)− 2x1 −
4∑
j=2
xj.
for an arbitrary solution w (Figure 5a). Note that this cost function:
τw(x, a1) = φ
w +
4∑
i=1
φw(xi) +
4∑
i=2
φw(xi, xi−1)
is a linear combination of a constant φw in x, and univariate and bivariate functions φw(xi) and
φw(xi, xi−1). It can be described compactly by a cost network [37], which is an undirected graph
over a set of variablesX. Two nodes in the graph are connected if any of the cost terms depends on
both variables. Therefore, the cost network corresponding to the function τw(x, a1) must contain
edges X1−X2, X2−X3, and X3−X4 (Figure 5b).
Savings achieved by the compact representation of constraints are related to the efficiency of
computing argminx τw(x, a1) [34]. This computation can be done by variable elimination and its
complexity increases exponentially in the width of the tree decomposition of the cost network. The
smallest width of all tree decompositions is referred to as treewidth.
Inspired by the factorization, Guestrin et al. [37] proposed a variable-elimination method [26] that
rewrites the constraint space in ALP compactly. Schuurmans and Patrascu [85] applied the cutting
plane method to build this compact representation incrementally. This method iteratively searches
for the most violated constraint:
argmin
x,a
∑
i
w
(t)
i
[
fi(xi)− γ
∑
x′i
P (x′i | x, a)fi(x′i)
]
−R(x, a)
 (2.26)
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: a. A graphical representation of combining the linear value function V w (Figure 3c) with
factored transition and reward models (Figure 3b). Reward nodes G0 and Gi (i ≥ 1) represent the
discounted backprojection terms−γw0 and−γwix′i (i ≥ 1). Gray regions are the cost components
of the constraint space. b. A cost network corresponding to our constraint space (Figure 5a). The
network captures pairwise dependencies X1−X2, X2−X3, and X3−X4. The treewidth of the cost
network is 1.
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with respect to the solution w(t) of a relaxed ALP. The constraint is added to the LP, which is then
resolved for a new solution w(t+1). This procedure is iterated until no violated constraint is found,
so that w(t) is an optimal solution to the ALP.
The quality of the ALP formulation has been studied by de Farias and Van Roy [23]. Based on
this work, we conclude that ALP yields a close approximation V w˜ to the optimal value function V ∗
if the weighted max-norm error ‖V ∗ − V w‖∞,1/L can be minimized. We return to this theoretical
result in Section 3.2.1.
Theorem 1 (de Farias and Van Roy [23]) Let w˜ be an optimal solution to the ALP formulation
(2.25). Then the expected error of the value function V w˜ can be bounded as:
∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
≤ 2ψ
TL
1− κ minw ‖V
∗ − V w‖∞,1/L ,
where ‖·‖1,ψ denotes an L1-norm weighted by the state relevance weights ψ, L(x)=
∑
iw
L
i fi(x)
is a Lyapunov function such that the inequality κL(x) ≥ γ supa EP (x′|x,a)[L(x′)] holds, κ ∈ [0, 1)
is its contraction factor, and ‖·‖∞,1/L is a max-norm reweighted by the reciprocal 1/L.
Note that the L1-norm distance
∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
is equal to the expectation Eψ
∣∣V ∗ − V w˜∣∣ over the
state space X with respect to the state relevance weights ψ. Similarly to Theorem 1, we utilize the
L1 and L∞ norms in the rest of this thesis to measure the expected and worst-case errors of value
functions. These norms are defined as follows.
Definition 1 The L1 (Manhattan) and L∞ (infinity) norms are defined as ‖f‖1 =
∑
x |f(x)| and
‖f‖∞ = maxx |f(x)|. If the state spaceX is represented by both discrete and continuous variables
XD and XC , the definition of the norms changes accordingly:
‖f‖1 =
∑
xD
∫
xC
|f(x)| dxC and ‖f‖∞ = sup
x
|f(x)| . (2.27)
The following definitions:
‖f‖1,ψ =
∑
xD
∫
xC
ψ(x) |f(x)| dxC and ‖f‖∞,ψ = sup
x
ψ(x) |f(x)| (2.28)
correspond to the L1 and L∞ norms reweighted by a function ψ(x).
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2.3.2.4 Learning Basis Functions
The linear value function approximation V w (Equation 2.20) is very flexible and popular. However,
good basis functions are rarely known in advance. Therefore, automatic learning of basis functions
seems critical for the practical application of this approximation to new domains. In the context of
discrete-state ALP, Patrascu et al. [81] proposed a greedy method for learning basis functions. The
method is based on the dual ALP formulation and optimizing its objective function. In Chapter 5,
we generalize this work to hybrid state and action spaces.
Parallel to our work, Mahadevan et al. [64, 65, 66] have recently proposed a different approach
to learning basis functions. Briefly, basis functions are obtained by the spectral analysis of the state
space irrespective of the reward model. Prior to this analysis, the connectivity of the state space is
described by a graph. In turn, the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian establish a set of orthogonal
basis functions. Since these basis functions are independent of the reward model, they can be used
for solving any decision problem on the state space. We believe that the approach can be combined
with our ideas (Chapter 5) and provide an informative prior for our basis functions.
2.3.3 Parametric Policy Approximations
Methods based on parametric value function approximations (Section 2.3.2) are often criticized for
optimizing policies through their value functions. This may lead to suboptimal results because the
distance between the value function V ∗ and its approximation V λ is not always correlated with the
quality of a greedy policy for the value function V λ. In contrast, parametric policy approximations
[99, 33, 55, 92, 4, 5, 68] parameterize the policy piλ by a small set of continuous parameters λ and
directly maximize its long-term return:
Eϕ
[
V pi
λ
]
= Epiλ
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtR(x(t), piλ(x(t)))
∣∣∣∣∣x(0) ∼ ϕ
]
, (2.29)
where x(t) is the state at the time step t, and the expectation is taken with respect to all state-action
trajectories that start in the states x(0) and follow the policy piλ thereafter. The initial states x(0) are
chosen according to a distribution ϕ.
The most common approach to optimizing the policy piλ is by modifying its parameters λ in the
direction of the gradient∇λEϕ
[
V pi
λ
]
. The evaluation of the gradient is a difficult problem because
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the expectation is taken with respect to a stochastic process. Existing gradient methods either rely
on auxiliary policy value models [99, 55, 92] or estimate the performance of the policy piλ directly
by Monte Carlo sampling [31, 68]. The variance of the estimates can be reduced by importance or
adaptive sampling [71, 87, 1]. To avoid the stochasticity, Ng and Jordan [76] demonstrated how an
efficient policy search can be always performed on a deterministic version of the original problem.
The resulting PEGASUS algorithm [76] has been successfully applied in a variety of domains [75].
2.3.4 Grid-Based Approximations
Grid-based techniques [19, 83] approximate continuous-state MDPs by discrete-state MDPs. First,
the initial state spaceX is transformed into a set of grid points G =
{
x(1), . . . ,x(N)
}
. These points
are used to estimate the optimal value function V ∗G on the grid, which in turn approximates V ∗. The
backup operator on the grid is defined as [83]:
T ∗GV (x(i)) = max
a
[
R(x(i), a) + γ
N∑
j=1
PG(x
(j) | x(i), a)V (x(j))
]
, (2.30)
where PG(x(j) | x(i), a)=Ψ−1a (x(i))P (x(j) | x(i), a) is a transition function normalized by the term
Ψa(x
(i)) =
∑N
j=1 P (x
(j) | x(i), a). Note that the operator T ∗G permits the computation of the value
function V ∗G by standard dynamic programming techniques (Section 2.2).
Rust [83] analyzed the convergence of these methods for random and pseudo-random samples.
In short, a uniform discretization of increasing precision guarantees the convergence of V ∗G to V ∗
but results in an exponential blowup in the state space [19]. To overcome this concern, Munos and
Moore [74] proposed an algorithm for non-uniform discretization based on the Kuhn triangulation.
Moreover, Munos and Moore [73] showed the superior performance of this approach on a variety
of control problems, such as car on the hill [72], cart-pole balancing [3], and acrobot [90]. Ferns et
al. [29] studied metrics for state aggregation in the context of continuous-state MDPs based on the
notion of bisimulation. Trick and Zin [96] employed linear programming to solve low-dimensional
growth models with continuous variables. These continuous variables were discretized on uniform
and adaptively constructed grids.
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3.0 SOLVING HYBRID FACTORED MDPS BY LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Discrete-state factored MDPs (Section 2.3) permit a compact representation of decision problems
with discrete states. Unfortunately, real-world domains usually involve continuous quantities, such
as temperature or pressure. A sufficient discretization of these quantities may require hundreds of
points in a single dimension, which renders the representation of our discrete-state transition model
(Equation 2.19) infeasible. In addition, rough and uninformative discretization impacts the quality
of policies. Therefore, we want to avoid discretization or defer it until necessary. As a step in this
direction, we discuss a formalism for representing decision problems with discrete and continuous
state and action variables.
3.1 FACTORED TRANSITION AND REWARD MODELS
A hybrid factored MDP (HMDP) is a 4-tuple M = (X,A, P, R), where X = {X1, . . . , Xn} is a
state space described by state variables, A = {A1, . . . , Am} is an action space described by action
variables, P (X′ | X,A) is a stochastic transition function of state dynamics, which is conditioned
on the preceding state and action, and R is a reward function assigning immediate payoffs to state-
action configurations.1
State variables: State variables are either discrete or continuous. Every discrete variable Xi takes
on values from a finite domain Dom(Xi). Following Hauskrecht and Kveton [43], we assume that
every continuous variable is bounded to the [0, 1] subspace. Generally, this assumption is very mild
1General state and action space MDP is an alternative term for a hybrid MDP. The term hybrid does not refer to
the dynamics of the model, which is discrete-time.
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and permits modeling of any closed interval on R. The state of the system is completely observed
and defined by a vector of value assignments x = (xD,xC) which partitions along its discrete and
continuous components xD and xC .
Action variables: The action space is fully distributed and represented by action variables A. The
composite action is defined by a vector of individual action choices a = (aD, aC) which partitions
along its discrete and continuous components aD and aC .
Transition model: The transition model is characterized by the conditional probability distribution
P (X′ | X,A), where X and X′ denote the state variables at two successive time steps t and t+ 1.
We assume that this distribution factors along X′ as P (X′ | X,A) = ∏ni=1 P (X ′i | Par(X ′i)) and
can be represented compactly by a DBN [25]. Typically, the parent set Par(X ′i) ⊆ X∪A is a small
subset of state and action variables which allows for a local parameterization of the model.
Parameterization of transition model: One-step dynamics of every state variable is described by
the conditional probability P (X ′i | Par(X ′i)). If X ′i is a continuous variable, its transition function
is represented by a mixture of beta distributions [43]:
P (X ′i = x | Par(X ′i)) =
∑
j
piijPbeta(x | αj, βj) (3.1)
Pbeta(x | α, β) = Γ(α + β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
xα−1(1− x)β−1,
where piij is the weight assigned to the j-th component of the mixture, and αj = φαij(Par(X ′i)) and
βj = φ
β
ij(Par(X
′
i)) are arbitrary positive functions of the parent set. The mixture of beta distribu-
tions provides a very general class of transition functions and yet allows closed-form solutions2 to
the expectation terms in HALP (Section 3.2). Note that if every βj = 1, Equation 3.1 turns into a
polynomial in X ′i. Due to the Weierstrass approximation theorem [48], the polynomial is sufficient
2The term closed-form refers to a generally accepted set of closed-form operations and functions extended by the
gamma and incomplete beta functions.
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to approximate any transition density over X ′i with any precision. If X ′i is a discrete state variable,
its transition model is parameterized by |Dom(X ′i)| discriminant functions θj = φθij(Par(X ′i)) [35]:
P (X ′i = j | Par(X ′i)) =
θj∑|Dom(X′i)|
j=1 θj
. (3.2)
Note that the parameters αj , βj , and θj (Equations 3.1 and 3.2) are functions instantiated by value
assignments to the variables Par(X ′i) ⊆ X∪A. We keep separate parameters for every variable X ′i
although our indexing does not reflect it explicitly. The only restriction on the functions is that they
must return valid parameters for all state-action pairs (x, a). Hence, we assume that αj(x, a) ≥ 0,
βj(x, a) ≥ 0, θj(x, a) ≥ 0, and
∑|Dom(X′i)|
j=1 θj(x, a) > 0.
Reward model: The reward model is factored similarly to the transition model. In particular, the
reward function R(x, a) =
∑
j Rj(xj, aj) is an additive function of local reward functions defined
on the subsets Xj and Aj . In graphical models, these local functions can be described compactly
by reward nodes Rj , which are conditioned on their parent sets Par(Rj)=Xj ∪Aj . To allow this
representation, we formally extend our DBN into an influence diagram [47]. Note that the form of
the reward functions Rj(xj, aj) is unrestricted.
Optimal value function and policy: The optimal policy pi∗ can be defined greedily with respect
to the optimal value function V ∗, which is a fixed point of the Bellman equation:
V ∗(x) = sup
a
[
R(x, a) + γEP (x′|x,a)[V ∗(x′)]
] (3.3)
= sup
a
R(x, a) + γ∑
x′D
∫
x′C
P (x′ | x, a)V ∗(x′) dx′C
 .
Accordingly, the hybrid Bellman operator T ∗ is given by:
T ∗V (x) = sup
a
[
R(x, a) + γEP (x′|x,a)[V (x′)]
]
. (3.4)
In the rest of the chapter, we denote expectation terms over discrete and continuous variables in a
unified form:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
∑
xD
∫
xC
P (x)f(x) dxC . (3.5)
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Figure 6: Transition functions for continuous variables X ′1 and X ′2 after taking an action a1 in the
4-ring topology (Example 4). The densities are shown for extreme values of their parent variables
X1 and X2.
Example 4 (Hauskrecht and Kveton [43]) Continuous-state network administration is a varia-
tion on Example 1, where the computer states are described by continuous variables on the inter-
val between 0 (being down) and 1 (running). At each time step, the administrator selects an action
from the setA = {a1, . . . , an+1}. The action ai (i ≤ n) corresponds to rebooting the i-th computer.
The last action an+1 is dummy. The transition function captures the propagation of failures in the
network and is encoded locally by beta distributions:
P (X ′i = x | Par(X ′i)) = Pbeta(x | α, β)
α = 20 a = i
β = 2
α = 2 + 13xi − 5xiE[Par(X ′i)] a 6= i
β = 10− 2xi − 6xiE[Par(X ′i)]
where the variables xi and E[Par(X ′i)] denote the state of the i-th computer and the expected state
of its parents. Note that this transition function is similar to Example 1. For instance, in the 4-ring
topology, the modes of transition densities for continuous variables X ′1 and X ′2 after taking an
action a1 (Figure 6):
P̂ (X ′1 | a = a1) = 0.95 P̂ (X ′2 | X2 = 1, X1 = 0, a = a1) ≈ 0.67
P̂ (X ′2 | X2 = 0, a = a1) = 0.10 P̂ (X ′2 | X2 = 1, X1 = 1, a = a1) = 0.90
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are equal to the expected values of their discrete counterparts (Figure 3b). The reward function is
additive:
R(x, a) = 2x21 +
n∑
j=2
x2j
and establishes our preferences for maintaining the server X1 and workstations X2, . . . , Xn.
3.2 HYBRID APPROXIMATE LINEAR PROGRAMMING
In Section 2.2, we introduced the most fundamental dynamic programming techniques for solving
MDPs. However, these methods are unsuitable for solving hybrid factored MDPs (Section 2.3). To
allow for an efficient solution to these problems, we present a novel approach based on approximate
linear programming (Section 2.3.2.3). Comparing to the existing work (Section 2.3), this approach
has several nice properties. First, unlike other parametric value function approximation techniques
(Section 2.3.2), it cannot diverge in principle and its feasibility can be easily guaranteed. Second, in
contrast to parametric policy approximations (Section 2.3.3), ALP policies can be derived without
relying on gradient optimization methods and a potentially suboptimal parametric class of policies
(Section 5). Finally, comparing to the nearest neighbor methods (Section 2.3.4), approximate linear
programming has a potential to scale up to large distributed decision problems.
Hybrid approximate linear programming (HALP) extends ALP (Section 2.3.2.3) to hybrid state
and action domains. Note that it optimizes the linear value function approximation (Equation 2.20).
Therefore, it transforms an initially intractable problem of computing V ∗ in the hybrid state space
X into a lower dimensional space of w. The HALP formulation is given by a linear program3:
minimizew
∑
i
wiαi (3.6)
subject to:
∑
i
wiFi(x, a)−R(x, a) ≥ 0 ∀ x ∈ X, a ∈ A;
3More precisely, the HALP formulation (3.6) is a linear semi-infinite optimization problem with an infinite number
of constraints. Note that the number of basis functions remains finite. For brevity, we refer to this optimization problem
as linear programming.
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where w represents the variables in the LP, αi denotes basis function relevance weight:
αi = Eψ(x)[fi(x)] (3.7)
=
∑
xD
∫
xC
ψ(x)fi(x) dxC ,
ψ(x) ≥ 0 is a state relevance density function that weights the quality of the approximation, and
Fi(x, a) = fi(x)− γgi(x, a) is the difference between the basis function fi(x) and its discounted
backprojection:
gi(x, a) = EP (x′|x,a)[fi(x′)] (3.8)
=
∑
x′D
∫
x′C
P (x′ | x, a)fi(x′) dx′C .
Vectors xD (x′D) and xC (x′C) are the discrete and continuous components of value assignments x
(x′) to all state variables X (X′). The linear program can be rewritten compactly:
minimizew Eψ[V w] (3.9)
subject to: V w − T ∗V w ≥ 0
by using the Bellman operator T ∗.
The HALP formulation reduces to the discrete-state ALP (Section 2.3.2.3) if the state and ac-
tion variables are discrete, and to the continuous-state ALP [43] if the state variables are continu-
ous. The formulation is feasible if the set of basis functions contains a constant function f0(x) ≡ 1.
We assume that such a basis function is present.
In the rest of the chapter, we address several concerns related to the HALP formulation. First,
we analyze the quality of the approximation and relate it to the minimization of the max-norm error
‖V ∗ − V w‖∞, which is a commonly-used metric (Section 3.2.1). Second, we present rich classes
of basis functions that lead to closed-form solutions to the expectation terms in the objective func-
tion and constraints (Equations 3.7 and 3.8). The terms involve sums and integrals over the com-
plete state space X (Section 3.2.2), and therefore are hard to evaluate. Finally, we discuss approx-
imations to the constraint space in HALP and introduce a framework for solving HALP formula-
tions in a unified way (Section 3.3). Note that complete satisfaction of this constraint space may
not be possible since every state-action pair (x, a) induces a constraint.
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3.2.1 Error Bounds
The quality of the ALP approximation (Section 2.3.2.3) was studied by de Farias and Van Roy [23].
We follow up on their work and generalize it to structured state and action spaces with continuous
variables. Before we proceed, we show that a solution to the HALP formulation (3.6) constitutes
an upper bound on the optimal value function V ∗.
Proposition 2 Let w˜ be a solution to the HALP formulation (3.6). Then V w˜ ≥ V ∗.
This result allows us to restate the objective Eψ[V w] in HALP.
Proposition 3 Vector w˜ is a solution to the HALP formulation (3.6):
minimizew Eψ[V w]
subject to: V w − T ∗V w ≥ 0
if and only if it solves:
minimizew ‖V ∗ − V w‖1,ψ
subject to: V w − T ∗V w ≥ 0;
where ‖·‖1,ψ is an L1-norm weighted by the state relevance density function ψ and T ∗ is the hybrid
Bellman operator.
Based on Proposition 3, we conclude that HALP optimizes the linear value function approximation
with respect to the weightedL1-norm error ‖V ∗ − V w‖1,ψ. The following theorem draws a parallel
between minimizing this objective and max-norm error ‖V ∗ − V w‖∞. More precisely, the theorem
says that HALP yields a close approximation V w˜ to the optimal value function V ∗ if V ∗ is close
to the span of basis functions fi(x).
Theorem 2 Let w˜ be an optimal solution to the HALP formulation (3.6). Then the expected error
of the value function V w˜ can be bounded as:∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
≤ 2
1− γ minw ‖V
∗ − V w‖∞ ,
where ‖·‖1,ψ is an L1-norm weighted by the state relevance density function ψ and ‖·‖∞ is a max-
norm.
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Unfortunately, Theorem 2 rarely yields a tight bound on
∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
. First, it is hard to guar-
antee a uniformly low max-norm error ‖V ∗ − V w‖∞ if the dimensionality of a problem grows but
the basis functions fi(x) are local. Second, this bound ignores the state relevance density function
ψ(x) even if this one impacts the quality of HALP solutions. To address these issues, we introduce
non-uniform weighting of the max-norm error in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3 Let w˜ be an optimal solution to the HALP formulation (3.6). Then the expected error
of the value function V w˜ can be bounded as:
∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
≤ 2Eψ[L]
1− κ minw ‖V
∗ − V w‖∞,1/L ,
where ‖·‖1,ψ denotes an L1-norm weighted by the state relevance density ψ, L(x) =
∑
iw
L
i fi(x)
is a Lyapunov function such that the inequality κL(x) ≥ γ supa EP (x′|x,a)[L(x′)] holds, κ ∈ [0, 1)
is its contraction factor, and ‖·‖∞,1/L is a max-norm reweighted by the reciprocal 1/L.
Note that Theorem 2 is a special form of Theorem 3 when L(x) ≡ 1 and κ = γ. As a result, the
Lyapunov function L(x) permits at least as good bounds as Theorem 2. To make the bounds tight,
the functionL(x) should return large values in the regions of the state space, which are unimportant
for modeling. In turn, the reciprocal 1/L(x) is approaching zero in the unimportant regions, which
makes their impact on the max-norm error ‖V ∗ − V w‖∞,1/L less likely. Since the state relevance
density function ψ(x) reflects the importance of states, the term Eψ[L] should remain small. These
two factors contribute to tighter bounds than those by Theorem 2.
Since the Lyapunov functionL(x) =
∑
iw
L
i fi(x) lies in the span of basis functions fi(x), The-
orem 3 provides a recipe for high-quality approximations. Intuitively, a good set of basis functions
always involves two types of functions. The first type guarantees small errors |V ∗(x)− V w(x)| in
the important regions of the state space, where the state relevance density ψ(x) is high. The second
type returns high values where the state relevance density ψ(x) is low, and vice versa. The latter
functions allow the satisfaction of the constraint space V w ≥ T ∗V w in the unimportant regions of
the state space without impacting the optimized objective ‖V ∗ − V w‖1,ψ. Note that a trivial value
function V w(x) = (1− γ)−1Rmax satisfies all constraints in any HALP but unlikely leads to good
policies. For a comprehensive discussion on selecting appropriate ψ(x) and L(x), refer to the case
studies of de Farias and Van Roy [23].
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Our discussion is concluded by clarifying the notion of the state relevance density ψ(x). As
shown by Theorem 4, its choice is related to the quality of a greedy policy for the value function
V w˜ [23].
Theorem 4 Let w˜ be an optimal solution to the HALP formulation (3.6). Then the expected error
of a greedy policy:
u(x) = arg sup
a
[
R(x, a) + γEP (x′|x,a)
[
V w˜(x′)
]]
can be bounded as:
‖V ∗ − V u‖1,ν ≤
1
1− γ
∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,µu,ν
,
where ‖·‖1,ν and ‖·‖1,µu,ν are weighted L1-norms, V u is a value function for the policy u, and µu,ν
is the expected frequency of state visits generated by following the greedy policy u given the initial
state distribution ν.
Based on Theorem 4, we may conclude that the expected error of greedy policies for HALP approx-
imations is bounded when ψ=µu,ν . Note that the distribution µu,ν is not known when optimizing
V w˜ because it is a function of the optimized quantity itself. To break this cycle, de Farias and Van
Roy [23] suggested an iterative procedure that solves several LPs and adapts µu,ν accordingly. In
addition, real-world control problems exhibit a lot of structure, which permits the guessing of µu,ν .
Finally, it is important to realize that although our bounds (Theorems 3 and 4) build a founda-
tion for better HALP approximations, they can be rarely used in practice because the optimal value
function V ∗ is generally unknown. After all, if V ∗ was known, there is no need to approximate it.
Moreover, note that the optimization of ‖V ∗ − V w‖∞,1/L (Theorem 3) is a hard problem and there
are no methods that would minimize this error directly [81]. Despite these facts, both bounds pro-
vide a loose guidance for empirical choices of basis functions. In Section 3.4, we use this intuition
and propose basis functions that should closely approximate unknown optimal value functions V ∗.
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3.2.2 Expectation Terms
Since our basis functions are often restricted to small subsets of state variables, expectation terms
(Equations 3.7 and 3.8) in the HALP formulation (3.6) should be efficiently computable. To unify
the analysis of these expectation terms, Eψ(x)[fi(x)] andEP (x′|x,a)[fi(x′)], we show that their evalu-
ation constitutes the same computational problem EP (x)[fi(x)], where P (x) denotes some factored
distribution.
Before we discuss expectation terms in the constraints, note that the transition function P (x′ |
x, a) is factored and its parameterization is determined by the state-action pair (x, a). We keep the
pair (x, a) fixed in the rest of the section, which corresponds to choosing a single constraint (x, a).
Based on this selection, we can rewrite the expectation terms EP (x′|x,a)[fi(x′)] in a simpler notation
EP (x′)[fi(x
′)], where P (x′)=P (x′ |x, a) denotes a factored distribution with fixed parameters.
We also assume that the state relevance density function ψ(x) factors along X as:
ψ(x) =
n∏
i=1
ψi(xi), (3.10)
where ψi(xi) is a distribution over the random state variable Xi. Based on this assumption, we can
rewrite the expectation terms Eψ(x)[fi(x)] in the objective function in a new notation EP (x)[fi(x)],
where P (x)=ψ(x) is a factored distribution. In line with our discussion in the last two paragraphs,
efficient solutions to the expectation terms in HALP are obtained by solving the generalized term
EP (x)[fi(x)] efficiently. We address this problem in the rest of the section.
Before computing the expectation term EP (x)[fi(x)] over the complete state spaceX, we recall
that the basis function fi(x) is defined on a subset of state variablesXi. Therefore, we immediately
conclude that EP (x)[fi(x)] = EP (xi)[fi(xi)], where P (xi) denotes a factored distribution on a lower
dimensional spaceXi. If no further assumptions are made, the local expectation termEP (xi)[fi(xi)]
may be still hard to compute. Although it can be estimated by a variety of numerical methods, for
instance Monte Carlo [1], these techniques are typically imprecise if the sample size is small, and
quite computationally expensive if a high precision is required. Consequently, we try to avoid such
an approximation step. Instead, we introduce an appropriate form of basis functions that guarantees
closed-form solutions to the expectation term EP (xi)[fi(xi)].
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In particular, let us assume that every basis function fi(xi) factors as:
fi(xi) = fiD(xiD)fiC (xiC ) (3.11)
along its discrete and continuous components fiD(xiD) and fiC (xiC ), where the continuous com-
ponent further decouples as a product:
fiC (xiC ) =
∏
Xj∈XiC
fij(xj) (3.12)
of univariate basis function factors fij(xj). Note that the basis functions are multivariate despite the
two independence assumptions. We make these presumptions for computational purposes and they
are relaxed later in the section.
Based on Equation 3.11, we conclude that the expectation term:
EP (xi)[fi(xi)] = EP (xi)[fiD(xiD)fiC (xiC )]
= EP (xiD )[fiD(xiD)] EP (xiC )[fiC (xiC )] (3.13)
decomposes along the discrete and continuous variables XiD and XiC , where xi = (xiD ,xiC ) and
P (xi) = P (xiD)P (xiC ). The evaluation of the discrete partEP (xiD )[fiD(xiD)] requires aggregation
in the subspace XiD :
EP (xiD )[fiD(xiD)] =
∑
xiD
P (xiD)fiD(xiD), (3.14)
which can be carried out efficiently in O(
∏
Xj∈XiD |Dom(Xj)|) time (Section 2.3.2.3). Following
Equation 3.12, the continuous term EP (xiC )[fiC (xiC )] decouples as a product:
EP (xiC )[fiC (xiC )] = EP (xiC )
 ∏
Xj∈XiC
fij(xj)

=
∏
Xj∈XiC
EP (xj)[fij(xj)] , (3.15)
where EP (xj)[fij(xj)] represents the expectation terms over individual random variables Xj . Con-
sequently, an efficient solution to the local expectation term EP (xi)[fi(xi)] is guaranteed by efficient
solutions to its univariate components EP (xj)[fij(xj)].
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In this work, we consider three univariate basis function factors fij(xj): piecewise linear func-
tions, polynomials, and beta distributions. These factors support a very general class of basis func-
tions and yet allow closed-form solutions to the expectation terms EP (xj)[fij(xj)]. These solutions
are provided in the following propositions and demonstrated in Example 5.
Proposition 4 (Polynomial basis functions) Let:
P (x) = Pbeta(x | α, β)
be a beta distribution over X and:
f(x) = xn(1− x)m
be a polynomial in x and (1− x). Then EP (x)[f(x)] has a closed-form solution:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
Γ(α + β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(α + n)Γ(β +m)
Γ(α + β + n+m)
.
Corollary 1 (Beta basis functions) Let:
P (x) = Pbeta(x | α, β)
f(x) = Pbeta(x | αf , βf )
be beta distributions over X . Then EP (x)[f(x)] has a closed-form solution:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
Γ(α+ β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(αf + βf )
Γ(αf )Γ(βf )
Γ(α + αf − 1)Γ(β + βf − 1)
Γ(α + αf + β + βf − 2) .
Proof: The claim directly follows from Proposition 4. Since integration is a distributive operation,
it straightforwardly generalizes to the mixture of beta distributions P (x).
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Proposition 5 (Piecewise linear basis functions) Let:
P (x) = Pbeta(x | α, β)
be a beta distribution over X and:
f(x) =
∑
i
1[li,ri](x)(aix+ bi)
be a piecewise linear (PWL) function in x, where 1[li,ri](x) represents the indicator function of the
interval [li, ri]. Then EP (x)[f(x)] has a closed-form solution:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
∑
i
[
ai
α
α + β
(F+(ri)− F+(li)) + bi(F (ri)− F (li))
]
,
where F (u) = Fbeta(u | α, β) and F+(u) = Fbeta(u | α + 1, β) denote the cumulative density
functions of beta distributions.
Example 5 Efficient closed-form solutions to the expectation terms in HALP are illustrated on the
4-ring network administration problem (Example 4) with three univariate basis functions:
fpoly(x
′
2) = x
′4
2
fbeta(x
′
2) = Pbeta(x
′
2 | 2, 6)
fpwl(x
′
2) = 1[0.3,0.5](x
′
2)(5x
′
2 − 1.5) + 1[0.5,0.7](x′2)(−5x′2 + 3.5)
Suppose that our goal is to evaluate expectation terms in a single constraint that corresponds to the
network state x=(0, 1, 0, 0) and the administrator rebooting the server. Based on the assumptions,
the expectation terms in the constraint (x, a1) simplify as:
EP (x′|x,a1)[f(x
′
2)] = EP (x′2|x,a1)[f(x
′
2)] ,
where the transition function P (x′2 | x, a1) is given by:
P (x′2 | x, a1) = P (X ′2 = x′2 | X2 = 1, X1 = 0, a = a1)
= Pbeta(x
′
2 | 15, 8).
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Closed-form solutions to the simplified expectation terms EP (x′2|x,a1)[f(x′2)] are computed as:
EP (x′2|x,a1)[fpoly(x
′
2)] =
∫
x′2
Pbeta(x
′
2 | 15, 8)x′42 dx′2
(Proposition 4) =
Γ(15 + 8)
Γ(15)Γ(8)
Γ(15 + 4)Γ(8)
Γ(15 + 8 + 4)
≈ 0.20
EP (x′2|x,a1)[fbeta(x
′
2)] =
∫
x′2
Pbeta(x
′
2 | 15, 8)Pbeta(x′2 | 2, 6) dx′2
(Corollary 1) =
Γ(15 + 8)
Γ(15)Γ(8)
Γ(2 + 6)
Γ(2)Γ(6)
Γ(15 + 2− 1)Γ(8 + 6− 1)
Γ(15 + 2 + 8 + 6− 2)
≈ 0.22
EP (x′2|x,a1)[fpwl(x
′
2)] =
∫
x′2
Pbeta(x
′
2 | 15, 8)1[0.3,0.5](x′2)(5x′2 − 1.5) dx′2+∫
x′2
Pbeta(x
′
2 | 15, 8)1[0.5,0.7](x′2)(−5x′2 + 3.5) dx′2
(Proposition 5) = 5
15
15 + 8
(F+(0.5)− F+(0.3))− 1.5(F (0.5)− F (0.3))−
5
15
15 + 8
(F+(0.7)− F+(0.5)) + 3.5(F (0.7)− F (0.5))
≈ 0.30
where F (u) = Fbeta(u | 15, 8) and F+(u) = Fbeta(u | 15 + 1, 8) denote the cumulative density
functions of beta distributions. A graphical interpretation of the computations is given in Figure 7.
Brief inspection verifies that the term EP (x′2|x,a1)[fpwl(x′2)] is indeed the largest one.
Up to this point, we obtained efficient closed-form solutions for factored basis functions and state
relevance densities. Unfortunately, the factorization assumptions in Equations 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12
are rarely justified in practice. In the rest of the section, we show how to relax them. In Section 3.3,
we apply our current results and propose several methods that approximately satisfy the constraint
space in HALP.
3.2.2.1 Factored State Relevance Density Functions
Note that the state relevance density function ψ(x) is unlikely to be factored (Section 3.2.1). There-
fore, the independence assumption in Equation 3.10 is extremely limiting. To relax the assumption,
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we approximate the function ψ(x) by a linear combination ψω(x)=
∑
` ω`ψ`(x) of factored state
relevance densities ψ`(x) =
∏n
i=1 ψ`i(xi). As a result, the expectation terms in the objective func-
tion decompose as:
Eψω(x)[fi(x)] = E∑` ω`ψ`(x)[fi(x)]
=
∑
`
ω`Eψ`(x)[fi(x)] , (3.16)
where the factored terms Eψ`(x)[fi(x)] can be evaluated based on Equation 3.13. In addition, if we
assume the factored densities ψ`(x) are polynomials, the linear combination ψω(x) is a polynomial.
Due to the Weierstrass approximation theorem [48], such a polynomial is sufficient to approximate
any state relevance density ψ(x) with any precision. It follows that the linear combinations permit
state relevance densities that reflect arbitrary dependencies among the state variables X.
3.2.2.2 Factored Basis Functions
Following the discussion in Section 3.2.2.1, note that the linear value function V w(x) =
∑
iwifi(x)
with factored basis functions fi(x) (Equations 3.11 and 3.12) is sufficient to approximate the opti-
mal value function V ∗ within any max-norm error ‖V ∗ − V w‖∞. Based on Theorem 2, we know
that the same set of basis functions yields a bound on the L1-norm error
∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
. Therefore,
despite our independence assumptions (Equations 3.11 and 3.12), we have a potential to obtain an
arbitrarily close HALP approximation V w˜ to V ∗.
3.3 CONSTRAINT SPACE APPROXIMATIONS
An optimal solution w˜ to the HALP formulation (3.6) is determined by a finite set of active con-
straints at a vertex of the feasible region. Unfortunately, identification of this active set is a hard
computational problem. In particular, it requires searching through an exponential number of con-
straints, if the state and action variables are discrete, and an infinite number of constraints, if any
of the variables are continuous. As a result, it is in general infeasible to find the optimal solution
w˜ to the HALP formulation. Hence, we resort to approximations to the constraint space in HALP
whose optimal solution ŵ is close to w˜. This notion of an approximation is formalized as follows.
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Figure 7: The expectation of three basis functions f(x′2) (Example 5) with respect to the transition
function P (X ′2 | X2 = 1, X1 = 0, a = a1) from Figure 6. Every basis function f(x′2) is depicted by
a thick black line. The transition function is shown in a light gray color. Darker gray lines represent
the values of the product P (x′2 |x, a1)f(x′2). The area below corresponds to the expectation terms
EP (x′2|x,a1)[f(x
′
2)].
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Figure 8: a. Graphical relation between the value function V ∗ and its HALP approximation V w˜.
The function V w˜ is guaranteed to be an upper bound on V ∗. b. The relaxed HALP approximation
V ŵ may not be an upper bound. c. Graphical relation between the optimal and relaxed solutions w˜
and ŵ. The feasible regions of the complete and relaxed formulations are shown in dark and light
gray colors. The value function approximations V w˜ and V ŵ are often nonlinear in the state space
X but always linear in the space of parameters w.
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Definition 2 The HALP formulation is relaxed:
minimizew
∑
i
wiαi (3.17)
subject to:
∑
i
wiFi(x, a)−R(x, a) ≥ 0 (x, a) ∈ C;
if only a subset C of its constraints is satisfied.
HALP formulations (3.6) can be solved approximately by solving their relaxed formulations (3.17).
Several methods for building and solving these approximate LPs have been proposed: Monte Carlo
sampling of constraints, [43], their ε-grid discretization [35], and an adaptive search for a violated
constraint [57]. In the rest of this section, we introduce these methods. From now on, we denote
optimal solutions to the complete and relaxed HALP formulations by the symbols w˜ and ŵ.
Before we proceed, note that while V w˜ is an upper bound on the optimal value function V ∗
(Figure 8a), the relaxed value function V ŵ does not have to be (Figure 8b). The main reason is that
the relaxed HALP formulation does not guarantee that the constraint V ŵ ≥ T ∗V ŵ is satisfied for
all states x. As a result, we cannot simply use Proposition 2 to prove V ŵ ≥ V ∗. Furthermore, note
that the inequality Eψ
[
V ŵ
] ≤ Eψ[V w˜] always holds because the optimal solution w˜ is feasible in
the relaxed HALP (Figure 8c). These observations become critical for understanding the rest of the
section.
3.3.1 MC-HALP
In the simplest case, the constraint space in HALP can be approximated by its Monte Carlo (MC)
sample. In this relaxation, the set of constraints C is selected with respect to some proposal distri-
bution ϕ over state-action pairs (x, a). Since the set C is finite, it establishes a relaxed formulation
(3.17), which can be solved by any LP solver. An algorithm that builds and satisfies relaxed MC-
HALP formulations is outlined in Figure 9.
Constraint sampling is easily applied in continuous spaces and its space complexity is propor-
tional to the number of state and action components. Hauskrecht and Kveton [43] used it to solve
continuous-state factored MDPs and further refined it by heuristics [56]. In discrete-state domains,
the quality of the sampled approximations has been analyzed by de Farias and Van Roy [24]. Their
result is summarized by Theorem 5.
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Theorem 5 (de Farias and Van Roy [24]) Let w˜ be a solution to the ALP formulation (2.25) and
ŵ be a solution to its relaxed formulation whose constraints are sampled with respect to a proposal
distribution ϕ over state-action pairs (x, a). Then there exist a distribution ϕ and sample size:
N ≥ O
(
Aθ
(1− γ)²
(
K ln
Aθ
(1− γ)² + ln
1
δ
))
such that with probability at least 1− δ:
∥∥V ∗ − V ŵ∥∥
1,ψ
≤ ∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
+ ² ‖V ∗‖1,ψ ,
where ‖·‖1,ψ denotes anL1-norm weighted by the state relevance weights ψ, θ is a problem-specific
constant, A and K denote the numbers of actions and basis functions, and ² and δ are scalars from
the interval (0, 1).
Unfortunately, proposing a sampling distribution ϕ that guarantees this polynomial bound on the
sample size is as hard as knowing the optimal policy pi∗ [24]. This conclusion is parallel to those
in importance sampling. Note that uniform Monte Carlo sampling can guarantee a low probability
of constraints being violated but it is not sufficient to bound the magnitude of their violation [24].
3.3.2 ε-HALP
Another way of approximating the constraint space in HALP is by discretizing its continuous state
and action variablesXC andAC on a uniform ε-grid. The discretized constraint space preserves its
original factored form but spans discrete variables only. Therefore, it can be compactly satisfied by
the methods for discrete-state ALP (Section 2.3.2.3). An algorithm that builds and satisfies relaxed
ε-HALP formulations is outlined in Figure 10. Note that the discretized constraint space involves
exponentially many constraints O(d1/ε+ 1e|XC |+|AC |) in the number of state and action variables
XC and AC .
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Inputs:
a hybrid factored MDP M = (X,A, P,R)
basis functions f0(x), f1(x), f2(x), . . .
a proposal distribution ϕ
Algorithm:
initialize a relaxed HALP formulation with an empty set of constraints
t = 0
while a stopping criterion is not met
sample (x,a) ∼ ϕ
add the constraint (x,a) to the relaxed HALP
t = t+ 1
solve the relaxed MC-HALP formulation
Outputs:
basis function weights w
Figure 9: Pseudo-code implementation of the MC-HALP solver.
Inputs:
a hybrid factored MDP M = (X,A, P,R)
basis functions f0(x), f1(x), f2(x), . . .
grid resolution ε
Algorithm:
discretize continuous variables XC and AC into d1/ε+ 1e equally-spaced values
identify subsets Xi and Ai (Xj and Aj) corresponding to the domains of Fi(x,a) (Rj(x,a))
evaluate Fi(xi,ai) (Rj(xj ,aj)) for all configurations xi and ai (xj and aj) on the ε-grid
calculate basis function relevance weights αi
solve the relaxed ε-HALP formulation (Section 2.3.2.3)
Outputs:
basis function weights w
Figure 10: Pseudo-code implementation of the ε-HALP solver.
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3.3.2.1 Error Bounds
Recall that the ε-HALP formulation approximates the constraint space in HALP by a finite set of
equally-spaced grid points. In this section, we analyze the quality of this approximation and bound
it in terms violating constraints in the complete HALP. More precisely, we prove that if a relaxed
HALP solution ŵ violates the constraints in the complete HALP by a small amount, the quality of
the approximation V ŵ is close to V w˜. In the next section, we generalize this result and relate V ŵ
to the grid resolution ε. Before we proceed, we quantify our notion of constraint violation.
Definition 3 Let ŵ be an optimal solution to a relaxed HALP formulation (3.17). The vector ŵ is
δ-infeasible if:
V ŵ − T ∗V ŵ ≥ −δ, (3.18)
where T ∗ is the hybrid Bellman operator.
Intuitively, the lower the δ-infeasibility of a relaxed HALP solution ŵ, the closer the quality of the
approximation V ŵ to V w˜. Proposition 6 states this intuition formally. In particular, it says that the
relaxed HALP formulation leads to a close approximation V ŵ to the optimal value function V ∗ if
the complete HALP does and the solution ŵ violates its constraints by a small amount.
Proposition 6 Let w˜ be an optimal solution to the HALP formulation (3.6) and ŵ be an optimal
δ-infeasible solution to its relaxed formulation (3.17). Then the expected error of the value function
V ŵ can be bounded as:
∥∥V ∗ − V ŵ∥∥
1,ψ
≤ ∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
+
2δ
1− γ ,
where ‖·‖1,ψ is an L1-norm weighted by the state relevance density function ψ.
Based on Proposition 6, we can generalize our conclusions from Section 3.2.1 to relaxed HALP for-
mulations. For instance, we draw a parallel between optimizing the relaxed objective Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
and
the max-norm error ‖V ∗ − V w‖∞,1/L.
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Theorem 6 Let ŵ be an optimal δ-infeasible solution to a relaxed HALP formulation (3.17). Then
the expected error of the value function V ŵ can be bounded as:
∥∥V ∗ − V ŵ∥∥
1,ψ
≤ 2Eψ[L]
1− κ minw ‖V
∗ − V w‖∞,1/L +
2δ
1− γ ,
where ‖·‖1,ψ denotes an L1-norm weighted by the state relevance density ψ, L(x) =
∑
iw
L
i fi(x)
is a Lyapunov function such that the inequality κL(x) ≥ γ supa EP (x′|x,a)[L(x′)] holds, κ ∈ [0, 1)
is its contraction factor, and ‖·‖∞,1/L is a max-norm reweighted by the reciprocal 1/L.
Proof: Direct combination of Theorem 3 and Proposition 6.
3.3.2.2 Grid Resolution
In the previous section, we bounded the error of a relaxed HALP formulation by its δ-infeasibility
(Theorem 6), a measure of constraint violation in the complete HALP. However, it is unclear how
the grid resolution ε relates to δ-infeasibility. In this section, we analyze the relationship between
ε and δ. Moreover, we show how to exploit the factored structure in the constraint space to achieve
the δ-infeasibility of a relaxed HALP solution ŵ efficiently.
First, let us assume that ŵ denotes an optimal δ-infeasible solution to an ε-HALP formulation
andZ = X∪A is the joint set of state and action variables. To derive an informative bound relating
both ε and δ, we assume that the magnitudes of constraint violations τ ŵ(z) =
∑
i ŵiFi(z)−R(z)
are Lipschitz continuous.
Definition 4 The function f(x) is Lipschitz continuous if:
|f(x)− f(x′)| ≤ K ‖x− x′‖∞ ∀ x,x′ ∈ X; (3.19)
where K is referred to as a Lipschitz constant.
Based on the ε-grid discretization of the constraint space, we know that the distance of any point z
to its closest grid point zG = argminz′ ‖z− z′‖∞ is bounded as:
‖z− zG‖∞ <
ε
2
. (3.20)
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From the Lipschitz continuity of τ ŵ(z), we conclude:
∣∣τ ŵ(zG)− τ ŵ(z)∣∣ ≤ K ‖zG − z‖∞ ≤ Kε2 . (3.21)
Since every constraint in the relaxed ε-HALP formulation is satisfied, τ ŵ(zG) is nonnegative for all
grid points zG. Hence, Equation 3.21 yields τ ŵ(z) > −Kε/2 for every state-action pair z = (x, a).
Based on Definition 3, the solution ŵ is δ-infeasible for δ ≥ Kε/2. Conversely, the δ-infeasibility
of ŵ is guaranteed by choosing ε ≤ 2δ/K.
Unfortunately, K often increases rapidly with the dimensionality of a function. To address this
concern, we use the structure in the constraint space and demonstrate that this is not our case. First,
note that the global Lipschitz constant Kglob is additive in local Lipschitz constants that correspond
to the terms ŵiFi(z) and Rj(z). Moreover, Kglob ≤ NKloc, where N denotes the total number of
the terms and Kloc is the maximum over the local constants. Finally, parallel to Equation 3.21, the
δ-infeasibility of a relaxed HALP solution ŵ is achieved by the discretization:
ε ≤ 2δ
NKloc
≤ 2δ
Kglob
. (3.22)
Since the terms ŵiFi(z) and Rj(z) are usually restricted to small subsets of state and action vari-
ables, Kloc should change a little when the size of a problem increases but its structure is kept fixed.
To prove that Kloc is bounded, we have to bound the weights ŵi. If all basis functions are of unit
magnitude, the weights ŵi are intuitively bounded as |ŵi| ≤ (1− γ)−1Rmax, where Rmax denotes
the maximum one-step reward in the HMDP.
Based on Equation 3.22, we conclude that the number of discretization points in a single di-
mension d1/ε+ 1e is bounded by a polynomial in N , Kloc, and 1/δ. Hence, the constraint space in
the relaxed ε-HALP formulation involves O([NKloc(1/δ)]|X|+|A|) constraints, where |X| and |A|
denote the number of state and action variables. The idea of variable elimination can be applied to
write the constraints compactly byO([NKloc(1/δ)]T+1(|X|+|A|)) constraints (Example 3), where
T is the treewidth of a corresponding cost network. As a result, satisfying this constraint space is
polynomial in N , Kloc, 1/δ, |X|, and |A|, but still exponential in T .
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Inputs:
a hybrid factored MDP M = (X,A, P,R)
basis functions f0(x), f1(x), f2(x), . . .
initial basis function weights w(0)
a separation oracle O
Algorithm:
initialize a relaxed HALP formulation with an empty set of constraints
t = 0
while a stopping criterion is not met
query the oracle O for a violated constraint (xO,aO) with respect to w(t)
if the constraint (xO,aO) is violated
add the constraint to the relaxed HALP
resolve the LP for a new vector w(t+1)
t = t+ 1
Outputs:
basis function weights w(t)
Figure 11: Pseudo-code implementation of a HALP solver with the cutting plane method.
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3.3.3 Cutting Plane Method
Both MC and ε-HALP formulations (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2) approximate the constraint space in
HALP by a finite set of constraints C. Therefore, these formulations can be solved directly by any
linear programming solver. However, if the number of constraints is large, formulating and solving
LPs with the complete set of constraints is infeasible. In this section, we show how to build relaxed
HALP approximations efficiently by the cutting plane method.
The cutting plane method for solving HALP formulations is outlined in Figure 11. Briefly, this
approach builds the set of LP constraints incrementally by adding a violated constraint to this set in
every step. In the rest of this thesis, we refer to any method that returns a violated constraint for an
arbitrary vector ŵ as a separation oracle. Formally, the HALP oracle approaches the optimization
problem:
argmin
x,a
[
V ŵ(x)− γEP (x′|x,a)
[
V ŵ(x′)
]−R(x, a)] . (3.23)
In turn, the problem of solving hybrid factored MDPs efficiently reduces to the design of efficient
separation oracles. The cutting plane method (Figure 11) can be applied to suboptimal solutions to
Equation 3.23 if these correspond to violated constraints.
The presented approach can be directly used to satisfy the constraints in relaxed ε-HALP for-
mulations [85]. Briefly, the solver from Figure 11 iterates until no violated constraint is found and
the ε-HALP separation oracleOε (Figure 12) returns the most violated constraint in the discretized
cost network given an intermediate solution w(t). Note that although the search for the most vio-
lated constraint is polynomial in |X| and |A| (Section 3.3.2.2), the running time of our solver does
not have to be [34]. In fact, the number of generated cuts is exponential in |X| and |A| in the worst
case. However, the same oracle embedded into the ellipsoid method [52] yields a polynomial-time
algorithm [11]. Although this technique is impractical for solving large LPs, we may conclude that
our approach is indeed polynomial-time if implemented in this particular way.
Finally, note that search for the most violated constraint (Equation 3.23) has application beyond
satisfying the constraint space in HALP. For instance, computation of a greedy policy for the value
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Inputs:
a hybrid factored MDP M = (X,A, P,R)
basis functions f0(x), f1(x), f2(x), . . .
basis function weights w
grid resolution ε
Algorithm:
discretize continuous variables XC and AC into (d1/ε+ 1e) equally-spaced values
identify subsets Xi and Ai (Xj and Aj) corresponding to the domains of Fi(x,a) (Rj(x,a))
evaluate Fi(xi,ai) (Rj(xj ,aj)) for all configurations xi and ai (xj and aj) on the ε-grid
build a cost network for the factored cost function:
τw(x,a) =
∑
iwiFi(x,a)−R(x,a)
find the most violated constraint in the cost network:
(xO,aO) = argminx,a τw(x,a)
Outputs:
state-action pair (xO,aO)
Figure 12: Pseudo-code implementation of the ε-HALP separation oracle Oε.
function V ŵ:
u(x) = argmax
a
[
R(x, a) + γEP (x′|x,a)
[
V ŵ(x′)
]]
= argmin
a
[−R(x, a)− γEP (x′|x,a)[V ŵ(x′)]] (3.24)
is almost an identical optimization problem, where the state variables X are kept fixed. Moreover,
the magnitude of the most violated constraint is equal to the lowest δ for which the relaxed HALP
solution ŵ is δ-infeasible (Equation 3.18):
δ = min
x
[
V ŵ(x)−max
a
[
R(x, a) + γEP (x′|x,a)
[
V ŵ(x′)
]]]
= min
x,a
[
V ŵ(x)−R(x, a)− γEP (x′|x,a)
[
V ŵ(x′)
]]
. (3.25)
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3.3.4 MCMC-HALP
In practice, both the MC and ε-HALP formulation (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2) are built on a blindly
selected set of constraints C. More specifically, the constraints in the MC-HALP formulation are
chosen randomly (with respect to a prior distribution ϕ) while the ε-HALP formulation is based on
a uniform ε-grid. This discretized constraint space preserves its original factored structure, which
allows for its compact satisfaction. However, the complexity of solving the ε-HALP formulation
grows exponentially in the treewidth of its discretized constraint space. Note that if the discretized
constraint space is represented by binary variables only, the treewidth increases by a multiplicative
factor log2 d1/ε+ 1e, where d1/ε+ 1e is the number of discretization points in a single dimension.
As a result, although the treewidth of a problem is relatively small, solving its ε-HALP formulation
becomes intractable for small values of ε.
To address the issues of the discussed approximations (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), we propose
a novel Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method for finding the most violated constraint of a
relaxed HALP. The procedure directly operates in the domains of continuous variables, takes into
account the structure of factored MDPs, and its space complexity is proportional to the number of
variables. This separation oracle can be easily embedded into the ellipsoid or cutting plane method
for solving linear programs (Section 3.3.3), and therefore constitutes a crucial step towards solving
HALP efficiently. Before we proceed, we represent the constraint space in HALP compactly and
state an optimization problem for finding violated constraints in this factored representation.
3.3.4.1 Compact Representation of Constraints
In Section 2.3.2.3, we showed how the factored representation of the constraint space allows for
its compact satisfaction. Following this idea, we define violation magnitude τw(x, a):
τw(x, a) = − [V w(x)− γEP (x′|x,a)[V w(x′)]−R(x, a)] (3.26)
= −
∑
i
wi[fi(x)− γgi(x, a)] +R(x, a),
which measures the amount by which the solutionw violates the constraints in the complete HALP.
We represent the violation magnitude τw(x, a) compactly by an influence diagram (ID), where X
andA are decision nodes, andX′ are random variables. This representation is built on the transition
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model P (X′ | X,A), which is factored and captures independencies among the variables X, X′,
and A. We extend the diagram by three types of reward nodes, one for each term in Equation 3.26:
Hi=−wifi(x) for every basis function, Gi=γwifi(x′) for its backprojection, and Rj=Rj(xj, aj)
for every reward function. The construction is completed by adding arcs that graphically represent
the dependencies of the reward nodes on the variables. Finally, we can verify that:
τw(x, a) = EP (x′|x,a)
[∑
i
(Hi +Gi) +
∑
j
Rj
]
. (3.27)
As a result, the decision that maximizes the expected utility in the influence diagram corresponds
to the most violated constraint. A graphical representation of the violation magnitude τw(x, a) on
the 4-ring network administration problem (Example 4) is given in Figure 5a. The structure of the
constraint space is identical to Example 3 if the basis functions are univariate.
We conclude that any method for solving IDs can be used to find the most violated constraint.
However, most of these methods [20, 49, 78] are restricted to discrete variables only. Fortunately,
special properties of the ID representation allow for its further simplification. If the basis functions
are chosen conjugate to the transition model (Section 3.2.2), we obtain closed-form solutions to the
expectation term EP (x′|x,a)[Gi] (Equation 3.8), and the random variablesX′ are marginalized out of
the diagram. The new representation contains no random variables and is known as a cost network
(Section 2.3.2.3).
Note that the problem of finding the most violated constraint in the ID representation is almost
identical to finding the maximum a posteriori (MAP) configuration of random variables in Bayesian
networks [26, 79, 80, 102]. The latter problem is difficult because of the alternating maximization
and summation operators. Since we have marginalized out the random variables X′, we can solve
the maximization problem by standard large-scale optimization techniques.
3.3.4.2 Separation Oracle OMCMC
To find the most violated constraint in the cost network, we utilize the Metropolis-Hastings (MH)
algorithm [70, 41] and propose a Markov chain whose invariant distribution converges to the vicin-
ity of argmaxz τw(z), where z = (x, a) is a value assignment to the joint set of state and action
variables Z = X ∪A.
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In short, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm defines a Markov chain that transits from an exist-
ing state z to a proposed state z∗ with the acceptance probability:
A(z, z∗) = min
{
1,
p(z∗)q(z | z∗)
p(z)q(z∗ | z)
}
, (3.28)
where q(z∗ | z) and p(z) are a proposal distribution and a target density, respectively. Under mild
restrictions on both p(z) and q(z∗ | z), the frequency of state visits generated by the Markov chain
always converges to the target function p(z) [1]. In the rest of this section, we discuss the choices
of p(z) and q(z∗ | z) to solve our optimization problem.4
Target density: The violation magnitude τw(z) is turned into a density by a simple transformation
p(z) = exp[τw(z)]. Due to its monotonic character, p(z) retains the same set of global maxima as
τw(z). Therefore, the search for argmaxz τw(z) can be done on the new function p(z). To prove
that p(z) is a density, we show that
∑
zD
∫
zC
p(z) dzC is its normalizing constant, where zD and zC
are the discrete and continuous parts of the value assignment z. First, note that the integrand zC is
restricted to the space [0, 1]|ZC |. As a result, the integral
∫
zC
p(z) dzC is proper if p(z) is bounded,
and thus it is Riemann integrable and finite. To prove that p(z)=exp[τw(z)] is bounded, we bound
the magnitude of violation τw(z). If all basis functions are of unit magnitude, the weights ŵi can
be bounded as |ŵi|≤ (1− γ)−1Rmax (Section 3.3.2.2), which in turn leads to the following bound
|τw(z)| ≤ (|w| (1− γ)−1+1)Rmax. Therefore, the function p(z) is bounded and can be treated as
a density.
To find the mode of p(z), we use simulating annealing [53] and generate a non-homogeneous
Markov chain whose invariant distribution is equal to p1/Tt(z), where Tt is a cooling schedule such
that limt→∞ Tt = 0. Under weak regularity assumptions on p(z), p∞(z) is a probability distribution
that concentrates on the set of the global maxima of p(z) [1]. If our cooling schedule Tt decreases
such that Tt ≥ c/ ln(t + 1), where c is a problem-specific constant, the chain from Equation 3.28
converges to the vicinity of argmaxz τw(z) with the probability that converges to 1 [30]. However,
this logarithmic cooling schedule is often slow in practice, especially for a high initial temperature
c. To overcome this problem, we select a smaller value of c [30] than is required by the convergence
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Inputs:
a hybrid factored MDP M = (X,A, P,R)
basis functions f0(x), f1(x), f2(x), . . .
basis function weights w
Algorithm:
initialize a state-action pair z(t)
t = 0
while a stopping criterion is not met
for every variable Zi
sample u ∼ U[0,1]
sample z∗i ∼ p(Zi | z(t)−i)
if u < min
{
1,
p1/Tt−1(z∗i |z(t)−i)
p1/Tt−1(z(t)i |z(t)−i)
}
z
(t+1)
i = z
∗
i
else
z
(t+1)
i = z
(t)
i
update Tt+1 according to the cooling schedule
t = t+ 1
(xO,aO) = z(t)
Outputs:
state-action pair (xO,aO)
Figure 13: Pseudo-code implementation of the MCMC-HALP oracle OMCMC. The symbol U[0,1]
represents the uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1]. Since the testing for violated constraints
(Figure 11) is inexpensive, our implementation of the MCMC-HALP solver in Section 3.4 tests all
constraints z(t) generated by the Markov chain and not only the last one. Therefore, the separation
oracle OMCMC returns more than one constraint per chain.
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criterion. Hence, the convergence of our chain to the global optimum argmaxz τw(z) is no longer
guaranteed.
Proposal distribution: We take advantage of the factored character of Z and adopt the following
proposal distribution [30]:
q(z∗ | z) =
 p(z∗i | z−i) if z∗−i = z−i0 otherwise , (3.29)
where z−i and z∗−i are value assignments to all variables but Zi in the original and proposed states.
If Zi is a discrete variable, its conditional:
p(z∗i | z−i) =
p(z1, . . . , zi−1, z∗i , zi+1, . . . , zn+m)∑
zi
p(z1, . . . , zi−1, zi, zi+1, . . . , zn+m)
(3.30)
has a closed form. If Zi is a continuous variable, a closed form of its cumulative density function is
unlikely to exist. To allow sampling from the conditional, we embed another Metropolis-Hastings
step within the original chain. In the experimental section, we apply the Metropolis algorithm with
the acceptance probability:
A(zi, z
∗
i ) = min
{
1,
p(z∗i | z−i)
p(zi | z−i)
}
, (3.31)
where zi and z∗i denote the original and proposed values of the variable Zi, respectively. Note that
sampling from both conditionals can be performed in the space of τw(z) and locally.
Finally, by assuming that z∗−i = z−i (Equation 3.29), we derive a non-homogenous Markov chain
with the acceptance probability:
A(z, z∗) = min
{
1,
p1/Tt(z∗)q(z | z∗)
p1/Tt(z)q(z∗ | z)
}
= min
{
1,
p1/Tt(z∗i | z∗−i)p1/Tt(z∗−i)p(zi | z∗−i)
p1/Tt(zi | z−i)p1/Tt(z−i)p(z∗i | z−i)
}
= min
{
1,
p1/Tt(z∗i | z−i)p1/Tt(z−i)p(zi | z−i)
p1/Tt(zi | z−i)p1/Tt(z−i)p(z∗i | z−i)
}
= min
{
1,
p1/Tt−1(z∗i | z−i)
p1/Tt−1(zi | z−i)
}
, (3.32)
which converges to the vicinity of the most violated constraint. Yuan et al. [102] proposed a similar
chain for finding the MAP configuration of random variables in Bayesian networks.
4For an introduction to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, refer to the work of Andrieu et al. [1].
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3.3.4.3 Constraint Satisfaction
If the MCMC-HALP separation oracle OMCMC (Figure 13) converges to a violated constraint (not
necessarily the most violated) in polynomial time, the ellipsoid method [52] is guaranteed to solve
HALP formulations in polynomial time [11]. Unfortunately, convergence of our chain within arbi-
trary precision requires an exponential number of steps [30]. Although the bound is loose to be of
practical interest, it suggests that the time complexity of proposing violated constraints dominates
the time complexity of solving relaxed HALP formulations. Therefore, the oracle OMCMC should
search for violated constraints efficiently. Convergence speedups that directly apply to our method
include hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) [27], Rao-Blackwellization [18], and slice sampling [44].
3.4 EXPERIMENTS
Experimental section is divided in three parts. First, we show that HALP can solve a simple hybrid
MDP problem at least as efficiently as alternative approaches. Second, we demonstrate the scale-up
potential of our framework and compare several approaches to satisfy the constraint space in HALP
(Section 3.3). Finally, we argue for solving our constraint satisfaction problem in the domains of
continuous variables without discretizing them.
All experiments were performed on a Dell Precision 380 workstation with 3.2GHz Pentium 4
CPU and 2GB RAM. Linear programs are solved by the simplex method in the LP SOLVE pack-
age. The expected return of policies is estimated by the Monte Carlo simulation of 100 trajectories.
The results of randomized algorithms are additionally averaged over 10 randomly initialized runs.
Whenever necessary, we present errors on the expected values. The discount factor γ is 0.95.
3.4.1 A Simple Example
To illustrate the ability of HALP to solve factored MDPs, we compare it to L2 (Figure 4) and grid-
based value iteration (Section 2.3.4) on the 4-ring topology of the network administration problem
(Example 4). Our experiments are conducted on uniform and non-uniform grids of varying sizes.
Grid points are kept fixed for all compared methods, which allows for their fair comparison. Both
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value iteration methods are iterated for up to 100 steps and terminated earlier if their Bellman error
drops below 10−6. Both the L2 and HALP methods approximate the optimal value function V ∗ by
a linear combination of basis functions, one for each computer Xi (fi(x)=xi), and one for every
connection Xi → Xj in the ring topology (fi→j(x)=xixj). We assume that our basis functions are
sufficient to derive a one-step lookahead policy that reboots the least efficient computer. We believe
that this policy is close-to-optimal in the ring topology. The constraint space in the complete HALP
formulation is approximated by its MC-HALP and ε-HALP relaxations (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2).
The state relevance density function ψ(x) is uniform. The results of our experiments are reported in
Figure 14.
To verify that our solutions are non-trivial, we compare them to three heuristic policies: dummy,
random, and server. The dummy policy pidummy(x) = a5 always takes the dummy action a5. There-
fore, it establishes a lower bound on the performance of any administrator. The random policy takes
random actions. The server policy piserver(x) = a1 protects the server X1. The performance of our
heuristics is shown in Figure 14. Assuming that we can reboot all computers at each time step, a
utopian upper bound on the performance of any policy pi can be derived as:
Epi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtR(xt, pi(xt))
]
≤ 1
1− γ maxx,a EP (x′|x,a)
[
max
a′
R(x′, a′)
]
=
1
1− γ maxx,a
∫
x′
2P (x′1 | x, a)x′21 +
4∑
j=2
P (x′j | x, a)x′2j dx′
≤ 5
1− γ
∫
x′
Pbeta(x
′ | 20, 2)x′2 dx′
≈ 83.0. (3.33)
We do not analyze the quality of HALP solutions with respect to the optimal value function V ∗
(Section 3.2.1) because this one is unknown.
Based on our results, we draw the following conclusions. First, grid-based value iteration is not
practical for solving hybrid optimization problems of even small size. The main reason is the space
complexity of the method, which is quadratic in the number of grid points N . If the state space is
discretized uniformly, N grows exponentially in the number of state variables. Second, the quality
of the HALP policies is close to the L2 VI policies. This result is positive since L2 value iteration
is often applied in large-scale approximate dynamic programming (Section 2.3.2). Third, both the
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Uniform ε-grid
ε-HALP L2 VI Grid-based VI
ε N Reward Time Reward Time Reward Time
1 8 52.1± 0.2 < 1 52.1± 0.2 2
1/2 91 52.1± 0.2 < 1 52.1± 0.2 7 47.6± 0.2 < 1
1/4 625 52.1± 0.2 < 1 52.1± 0.2 55 51.5± 0.2 20
1/8 6 561 52.1± 0.2 2 52.1± 0.2 577 52.0± 0.2 2 216
Non-uniform grid
Heuristics MC-HALP L2 VI Grid-based VI
Policy Reward N Reward Time Reward Time Reward Time
Dummy 25.0± 0.3 10 45.2± 0.5 < 1 45.9± 0.6 1 47.5± 0.3 < 1
Random 42.1± 0.3 50 50.2± 0.2 < 1 51.8± 0.2 4 48.7± 0.3 < 1
Server 47.6± 0.2 250 51.5± 0.2 < 1 51.9± 0.2 22 50.4± 0.2 2
Utopian 83.0 1 250 51.8± 0.2 < 1 51.9± 0.2 110 51.6± 0.2 60
Figure 14: Comparison of three approaches to solving hybrid factored MDPs on the 4-ring topol-
ogy of the network administration problem (Example 4). The approaches are compared on uniform
and non-uniform grids of varying size (N ) by the expected discounted reward of policies and their
computation time (in seconds).
L2 and HALP approaches yield better policies than grid-based value iteration. This result is caused
by the quality of our value function estimator V w. Its good performance for ε=1 can be explained
from the monotonicity of the reward and basis functions. Finally, the computation time of the L2
VI policies is significantly longer than the computation time of the HALP policies. Since a step of
L2 value iteration (Figure 4) is as hard as formulating a corresponding relaxed HALP, this result
comes at no surprise.
3.4.2 Scale-up Potential
To show the scale-up potential of the HALP approach, we apply three relaxed HALP approxima-
tions (Section 3.3) to solve two irrigation network problems of varying complexity. These problems
are challenging for state-of-the-art MDP solvers due to the factored state and action spaces.
Example 6 (Irrigation network operator) An irrigation network is a system of irrigation chan-
nels connected by regulation devices (Figure 15). The goal of an irrigation network operator is to
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route water between the channels to optimize water levels in the whole system. The optimal levels
are given by the type of a planted crop. For simplicity of exposition, we assume that all irrigation
channels are oriented and of the same size.
This optimization problem can be formulated as a factored MDP. The state of the network is
completely observable and represented by n continuous variables X = {X1, . . . , Xn}, where the
variable Xi denotes the water level in the i-th channel. At each time step, the irrigation network
operator regulates m devices Ai that pump water between any pair of their inbound and outbound
channels. Their operation modes are represented by discrete action variables A = {A1, . . . , Am}.
Inflow and outflow devices (no inbound or outbound channels) are not controlled and pump water
in and out of the network.
The transition function reflects water flows in the irrigation network and is encoded locally by
conditioning on the operation modes A:
P (X ′i→j = x | Par(X ′i→j)) ∝ Pbeta(x | α, β)
α = 46µ′i→j + 2
β = 46(1− µ′i→j) + 2
µ′i→j = µi→j +
∑
h
1ah→i→j(Ai)min(1− µi→j,min(xh→i, τi))
µi→j = xi→j −
∑
k
1ai→j→k(Aj)min(xi→j, τj)
where Xi→j represents the water level between the regulation devices Ai and Aj , 1ah→i→j(Ai) and
1ai→j→k(Aj) are the indicator functions of water routing actions ah→i→j and ai→j→k at the devices
Ai and Aj , and τi and τj denote the tolerated flows through these devices. In short, this transition
function conserves water mass in the network and adds some variance to the resulting state X ′i→j .
The introduced indexing of state and action variables is explained on the 6-ring irrigation network
in Figure 16a. In the rest of the thesis, we assume an inflow of 0.1 to any inflow deviceAi (τi = 0.1),
an outflow of 1 from any outflow device Aj (τj = 1), and the tolerated flow of 1/3 at the remaining
devices Ak (τk = 1/3).
The reward model R(x, a) =
∑
j Rj(xj) is factored along individual irrigation channels and
described by the univariate function:
Rj(xj) = 2xj
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 15: Illustrations of three irrigation network topologies: a. 6-ring, b. 6-ring-of-rings, and c.
3×3 grid. Irrigation channels and their regulation devices are represented by arrows and rectangles.
Inflow and outflow nodes are colored in light and dark gray. The ring and ring-of-rings networks
are parameterized by the total number of regulation devices except for the last four (n).
for each outflow channel (one of its regulation devices must be outflow), and by the function:
Rj(xj) =
N (xj | 0.4, 0.025)
25.6
+
N (xj | 0.55, 0.05)
32
for the remaining channels (Figure 16b). Therefore, we reward both for maintaining optimal water
levels and pumping water out of the irrigation network. Several examples of irrigation network
topologies are shown in Figure 15.
Similarly to Equation 3.33, we derive a utopian upper bound on the performance of any policy pi
in an arbitrary irrigation network as:
Epi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtR(xt, pi(xt))
]
≤ 1
1− γ
[
0.2nin + (n− nout)
max
x
∫
x′
Pbeta(x
′ | 46x+ 2, 46(1− x) + 2)R(x′) dx′
]
, (3.34)
where n is the total number of irrigation channels, nin and nout denote the number of inflow and
outflow channels, respectively, and R(x′)=N (x′ | 0.4, 0.025)/25.6+N (x′ | 0.55, 0.05)/32. We do
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Figure 16: a. Indexing used in the description of the transition model in Example 6. The parameters
h, i, j, and k are equal to 6, 7, 10, and 1, respectively. b. Univariate reward functions over water
levels Xj (Example 6). c. Univariate basis functions over water levels Xi.
not analyze the quality of HALP solutions with respect to the optimal value function V ∗ (Section
3.2.1) because this one is unknown.
In the rest of the section, we study the performance of three HALP approximations, MC-HALP,
ε-HALP, and MCMC-HALP (Section 3.3), on the ring and ring-of-rings topologies (Figure 15) of
the irrigation network problem. The constraints in the MC-HALP relaxation are chosen uniformly
at random. This establishes a baseline for the quality of HALP approximations. The ε-HALP and
MCMC-HALP formulations are built iteratively by the cutting plane method. The MCMC oracle
OMCMC is simulated for 500 steps from the initial temperature c = 0.2, which yields a decreasing
cooling schedule from T0 = 0.2 to T500 ≈ 0.02. These parameters are selected to demonstrate the
characteristics of the oracle OMCMC rather than to maximize its performance. The value function
V ∗ is approximated by a linear combination of four univariate piecewise linear basis functions for
each irrigation channel (Figure 16c). We assume that our basis functions are sufficient to derive a
one-step lookahead policy that routes water between the channels if their water levels are too high
or too low (Figure 16b). We believe that this policy is close-to-optimal in irrigation networks. The
state relevance density function ψ(x) is uniform. Our experimental results are reported in Figures
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Ring n = 6 n = 12 n = 18
topology OV Reward Time OV Reward Time OV Reward Time
ε-HALP 1/4 24.3 34.6± 0.2 11 36.2 53.9± 0.3 44 48.0 74.3± 0.3 87
ε = 1/8 55.4 39.6± 0.3 41 88.1 61.5± 0.4 107 118.8 84.3± 0.4 178
1/16 59.1 40.3± 0.3 281 93.2 62.6± 0.3 665 126.1 86.3± 0.4 1 119
MCMC 10 60.9 30.3± 0.5 38 86.3 47.6± 0.6 62 109.5 56.8± 0.7 87
N = 50 70.1 40.2± 0.3 194 110.3 62.4± 0.4 328 148.8 85.0± 0.4 483
250 70.7 40.2± 0.3 940 112.0 63.0± 0.3 1 609 151.7 85.4± 0.4 2 280
MC 102 16.2 25.0± 0.5 < 1 16.9 41.9± 0.6 < 1 17.2 51.8± 0.9 < 1
N = 104 40.8 37.9± 0.3 10 52.8 58.8± 0.4 18 63.8 75.9± 0.7 31
106 51.2 39.4± 0.3 855 67.1 60.3± 0.4 1 415 81.1 82.9± 0.4 1 938
Utopian 49.1 79.2 109.2
Ring-of-rings n = 6 n = 12 n = 18
topology OV Reward Time OV Reward Time OV Reward Time
ε-HALP 1/4 28.4 40.4± 0.3 85 44.1 66.5± 0.3 382 59.8 93.0± 0.4 931
ε = 1/8 65.4 47.5± 0.3 495 107.9 76.1± 0.4 2 379 148.8 105.3± 0.4 5 877
1/16 68.9 47.0± 0.3 4 417 113.1 77.3± 0.4 19 794 156.9 107.8± 0.4 53 655
MCMC 10 66.9 35.3± 0.6 60 94.6 54.4± 0.9 107 110.6 47.8± 1.3 157
N = 50 80.9 47.1± 0.3 309 131.9 76.6± 0.4 571 181.4 104.6± 0.4 859
250 81.7 47.2± 0.3 1 522 134.1 77.3± 0.4 2 800 186.0 106.6± 0.4 4 291
MC 102 13.7 31.0± 0.5 < 1 15.4 46.1± 0.6 < 1 16.8 66.6± 0.9 1
N = 104 44.3 43.3± 0.3 12 59.0 68.9± 0.5 26 71.5 92.2± 0.7 49
106 55.8 45.1± 0.3 1 026 75.1 74.3± 0.4 1 738 92.0 103.1± 0.4 2 539
Utopian 59.1 99.2 139.3
Figure 17: Comparison of HALP solvers on two irrigation network topologies of varying sizes (n).
The solvers are compared by the objective value of a relaxed HALP (OV), the expected discounted
reward of a corresponding policy, and its computation time (in seconds). The ε-HALP, MC-HALP,
and MCMC-HALP solvers are parameterized by the resolution of ε-grid (ε), the number of samples
(N ), and the number of MCMC chains (N ). Note that the quality of policies improves with higher
grid resolution (1/ε) and larger sample size (N ). Upper bounds on their expected returns are shown
in the last rows of the tables.
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Figure 18: Scale-up potential of the ε-HALP, MCMC-HALP, and MC-HALP solvers on two irri-
gation network topologies of varying sizes (n). The graphs show the expected discounted reward
of policies and their computation time (in hours) as functions of n. The solvers are parameterized
by the resolution of ε-grid (ε = 1/16), the number of MCMC chains (N = 250), and the number
of samples (N = 106). Note that all trends can be approximated by a polynomial f(n) (gray line)
with a high degree of confidence (the coefficient of determination R2), where c denotes a constant
independent of n.
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Figure 19: Univariate projections V ŵ(x)|Xj =
∑
i:Xj=Xi
ŵifi(xi) of approximate value functions
V ŵ on the 6-ring irrigation network problem (Figure 15a). These functions are computed from 40
basis functions (Figure 16c) by the ε-HALP, MCMC-HALP, and MC-HALP solvers. The solvers
are parameterized by the resolution of ε-grid (ε = 1/16), the number of MCMC chains (N = 250),
and the number of samples (N = 106). Note that the univariate projections V ŵ(x)|Xj are extremely
similar. The proximity of their greedy policies can be explained based on this observation.
17, 18, and 19.
Based on the results, we draw the following conclusions. First, all HALP approximations scale
up with the dimensionality of solved problems. As presented in Figure 18, the return of the policies
grows linearly in n. Moreover, the time complexity of computing them is increasing polynomially
in n. Therefore, if a problem and its approximate solution are structured, we take advantage of this
structure to avoid an exponential blowup in the computation time. At the same time, the quality of
the policies is not deteriorating with increasing problem size n.
Second, the MCMC-HALP solver (N=250) achieves the highest objective values on all solved
problems. Higher objective values are interpreted as closer approximations to the constraint space
in HALP since the solvers operate on the relaxed formulations of HALP. Third, the quality of the
MCMC-HALP policies (N = 250) surpasses the MC-HALP policies (N = 106) while both solvers
consume approximately the same computation time. This result is due to the informative search for
violated constraints in the MCMC-HALP solver. Fourth, the quality of the MCMC-HALP policies
(N = 250) is close to the ε-HALP policies (ε = 1/16) although there is a significant difference
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between their objective values. Further analysis shows that the shape of the value functions is very
similar (Figure 19) and they differ the most in the weight of the constant basis function f0(x) ≡ 1.
Note that increasing w0 does not affect the quality of a greedy policy for V w. However, this trick
allows the satisfaction of the constraint space in HALP (Section 3.2.1).
Finally, the computation time of the ε-HALP solver is seriously affected by the topologies of
the irrigation networks, which can be explained as follows. For a small value of ε and large n, the
time complexity of formulating cost networks for the ring and ring-of-rings topologies grows by the
rates of d1/ε+ 1e2 and d1/ε+ 1e3, respectively. Since the ε-HALP method consumes a significant
amount of time by constructing cost networks, its quadratic (in d1/ε+ 1e) time complexity on the
ring topology worsens to cubic (in d1/ε+ 1e) on the ring-of-rings topology. On the other hand, a
similar cross-topology comparison of the MCMC-HALP solver shows that its computation times
differ only by a multiplicative factor of 2. This difference is mainly due to the increased complexity
of sampling p(z∗i | z−i), which results from more complex local dependencies in the ring-of-rings
topology and not its treewidth.
Before we proceed, note that our relaxed HALP formulations (Figure 17) involve significantly
less constraints than their complete sets (Section 3.3.3). For instance, the MC-HALP formulation
(N = 106) on the 6-ring irrigation network problem is originally defined by 106 randomly sampled
constraints. Based on our empirical results, these constraints can be satisfied greedily by a subset of
400 constraints on average [56]. Similarly, the MCMC-HALP oracle OMCMC (N = 250) iterates
through 250×500×(10+10) = 2, 500, 000 state-action pairs (Figure 13). However, corresponding
LP formulations involve only 700 constraints on average.
3.4.3 The Curse of Treewidth
In the ring and ring-of-rings topologies, the treewidth of the constraint space (in continuous vari-
ables) is 2 and 3, respectively. Consequently, the oracle Oε can perform variable elimination for a
small ε, and the ε-HALP solver returns close-to-optimal policies. Unfortunately, small treewidth is
atypical in real-world domains. For instance, the treewidth of a more complex 3× 3 grid irrigation
network (Figure 15c) is 6. To perform variable elimination for ε = 1/16, the separation oracle Oε
requires the space of d1/ε+ 1e7≈ 228, which is at the memory limit of existing PCs. To analyze
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ε-HALP
ε OV Reward Time
1 30.4 48.3± 0.3 9
1/2 42.9 58.7± 0.3 342
1/4 49.1 61.9± 0.3 9 443
MCMC
N OV Reward Time
10 45.3 43.6± 0.7 83
50 116.2 72.2± 0.4 458
250 118.5 73.2± 0.4 2 012
MC
N OV Reward Time
102 12.8 56.6± 0.5 < 1
104 49.9 53.4± 0.6 19
106 71.7 70.3± 0.4 1 400
Figure 20: Comparison of HALP solvers on the 3× 3 grid irrigation network problem (Figure 15).
The solvers are compared by the objective value of a relaxed HALP (OV), the expected discounted
reward of a corresponding policy, and its computation time (in seconds). The ε-HALP, MC-HALP,
and MCMC-HALP solvers are parameterized by the resolution of ε-grid (ε), the number of samples
(N ), and the number of MCMC chains (N ). Note that the quality of policies improves with higher
grid resolution (1/ε) and larger sample size (N ). An upper bound on the expected returns is 87.2.
the behavior of our separation oracles (Section 3.3) in this setting, we repeat our experiments from
Section 3.4.2 on the 3× 3 grid irrigation network.
Based on the results in Figure 20, we conclude that the time complexity of the ε-HALP solver
grows by the rate of d1/ε+ 1e7. Therefore, approximate constraint space satisfaction (MC-HALP
and MCMC-HALP) generates better results than a combinatorial optimization on an insufficiently
discretized ε-grid (ε-HALP). This conclusion is parallel to those in large-scale structured optimiza-
tion problems with continuous variables. We believe that a combination of exact and approximate
steps delivers the best tradeoff between the quality and complexity of our solutions (Section 3.3.4).
3.4.4 Hybrid Approximate Policy Iteration
Approximate policy iteration (API) [37, 81]:
minimize δ (3.35)
subject to: ‖V w − T ∗V w‖∞ ≤ δ
is an alternative to the ALP (Section 2.3.2.3) for solving structured Markov decision processes. In-
stead of minimizing theL1-norm error ‖V ∗ − V w‖1,ψ (Proposition 3), API indirectly optimizes the
max-norm distance ‖V ∗ − V w‖∞ through the minimization of the Bellman error ‖V w − T ∗V w‖∞.
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Inputs:
a hybrid factored MDP M = (X,A, P,R)
basis functions f0(x), f1(x), f2(x), . . .
a separation oracle O (Equation 3.36)
the absolute error ε of the bisection method
Algorithm:
initialize a relaxed HAPI formulation with an empty set of constraints
δ = 2(1− γ)−1Rmax
δ = 0
δ = (δ + δ)/2
t = 0
while (δ − δ > ε)
initialize basis function weights w
iteratively add the constraints generated by the oracle O until:
‖V w − T ∗V w‖∞ ≤ δ
if the relaxed HAPI formulation is infeasible
remove all constraints added in the last step
δ = δ
else
δ = δ
δ = (δ + δ)/2
t = t+ 1
Outputs:
basis function weights w
Figure 21: Pseudo-code implementation of the HAPI solver. The bisection method is used to find
the smallest δ that guarantees the feasibility of the HAPI formulation (3.35).
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Ring n = 6
topology Reward Time
ε-HALP 1/4 34.6± 0.2 2
ε = 1/8 39.6± 0.3 4
1/16 40.3± 0.3 29
ε-HAPI 1/4 32.9± 0.2 16
ε = 1/8 37.5± 0.3 21
1/16 38.3± 0.3 246
Ring-of-rings n = 6
topology Reward Time
ε-HALP 1/4 40.4± 0.3 9
ε = 1/8 47.5± 0.3 48
1/16 47.0± 0.3 757
ε-HAPI 1/4 39.1± 0.3 58
ε = 1/8 45.9± 0.3 325
1/16 45.9± 0.3 3 596
Figure 22: Comparison of the ε-HALP and ε-HAPI solvers on the 6-ring and 6-ring-of-rings irriga-
tion network problems (Figure 15a and 15b). The solvers are compared by the expected discounted
reward of policies and their computation time (in seconds). The ε-HALP and ε-HAPI solvers are
parameterized by the resolution of ε-grid (ε). Note that the quality of policies improves with higher
grid resolution (1/ε). The computation time of the ε-HALP policies is significantly shorter than in
Figure 17. The speedup is due to precomputing cost networks in the ε-HALP and ε-HAPI solvers.
In discrete-state spaces, Patrascu et al. [81] and Guestrin [34] showed that API returns better poli-
cies than ALP for the same set of basis functions. In this section, we perform a similar analysis for
hybrid state and action spaces. Since the constraint space in API (3.35) exhibits the same structure
as the constraint space in HALP (3.9):
‖V w − T ∗V w‖∞ ≤ δ
 T ∗V w(x)− V w(x) + δ ≥ 0 if V w(x)− T ∗V w(x) ≥ 0V w(x)− T ∗V w(x) + δ ≥ 0 otherwise , (3.36)
Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3 provide a recipe for efficient solutions to hybrid API (HAPI) formulations
(Figure 21). Our results on the ring and ring-of-rings irrigation network problems (Figures 15a and
15b) are reported in Figure 22.
Based on these results, we draw the following conclusions. First, the computation time of the
ε-HAPI policies is significantly longer than the computation time of the ε-HALP policies. Since a
single step of ε-HAPI (Figure 21) is roughly as hard as formulating a corresponding relaxed HALP,
this result comes at not surprise. Second, in contrast to the previous work in discrete-state domains
[37, 81], the quality of the ε-HALP policies always surpasses the ε-HAPI policies. To explain this
phenomenon, note that the irrigation network problems can be viewed as average-cost optimization
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problems. Therefore, the optimization of the average error ‖V ∗ − V w‖1,ψ for a given class of basis
functions may yield better policies than minimizing the Bellman error ‖V w − T ∗V w‖∞.
3.5 CONCLUSIONS
Development of scalable algorithms for solving real-world decision problems is a challenging task.
In this work, we presented a new framework that allows for a compact representation (Section 3.1)
and efficient solutions (Section 3.2) to hybrid factored MDPs. In addition, we analyzed the quality
of the approximation (Section 3.2.1), and introduced the concepts of conjugate basis functions and
relaxed HALP formulations (Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3). These concepts are critical for the computa-
tional tractability of our value function approximations. In the remainder of this thesis, we extend
the presented framework in two new directions.
First, note that the concept of closed-form solutions to the expectations terms in HALP is not
limited to the choices in Section 3.2.2. For instance, if both P (x) and f(x) are normal distributions,
EP (x)[f(x)] has a closed-form solution [59]. Therefore, we can easily reason with normal transition
functions instead of approximating them by a mixture of beta distributions. Similar conclusions are
true for piecewise constant, piecewise linear, and gamma transition and basis functions. This topic
is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Note that our efficient solutions apply to any approach to solving
hybrid factored MDPs that approximates the optimal value function V ∗ by a linear combination of
basis functions (Equation 2.20).
Second, automatic learning of basis functions is critical for the practical application of HALP
formulations to new real-world domains. Patrascu et al. [81] studied this problem in discrete-state
spaces and proposed a greedy technique for learning basis functions. Kveton and Hauskrecht [58]
generalized these ideas and showed how to learn parametric basis functions in hybrid spaces. This
topic is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
Finally, we proposed several bounds (Section 3.2.1 and 3.3.2.1) that may explain the quality of
the complete and relaxed HALP formulations. In our future work, we plan to empirically evaluate
their tightness on low-dimensional hybrid decision problems [17, 74] with known optimal value
functions.
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4.0 SOLVING HYBRID FACTORED MDPS WITH EXPONENTIAL-FAMILY
TRANSITION MODELS
The hybrid ALP approach proposed in Section 3.2 imposes a restriction on solved problems. Every
continuous variable is bounded on the [0, 1] interval and its transition function is given by a mixture
of beta distributions (Section 3.1). Different transition models, such as normal distributions, cannot
be used directly and have to be approximated. Note that this restriction only allows for closed-form
solutions to the expectation terms in HALP (Section 3.2.2). From the theoretical point of view, the
HALP formulation permits arbitrary basis functions and transition models.
In this most general setting, the univariate expectation terms EP (x)[f(x)] (Section 3.2.2) can be
approximated by the empirical mean µ̂ = 1
N
∑N
i=1 f(x
(i)), where each x(i) is sampled with respect
to the distribution P (x). From the central limit theorem, the error of the estimate µ̂− EP (x)[f(x)]
follows the normal distribution N (0, σ2/N), where σ2 = varP (x)[f(x)]. As a result, to guarantee
that the error is smaller than ε with high probability, we require on the order of O(σ2/ε2) samples
x(i). Since imprecisely evaluated expectation terms may lead to the infeasibility of relaxed HALP
formulations, the targeted ε should be always low. Unfortunately, the number of samples N grows
quadratically in 1/ε. Therefore, at least from the theoretical point of view, Monte Carlo sampling is
unsuitable for precise and efficient computation of our expectation terms. Although the real-world
performance of Monte Carlo sampling is typically significantly better than suggested by our bound
[1], we consider a different approach to evaluating the expectation terms in HALP. We identify rich
classes of conjugate basis functions that yield closed-form solutions to transition models based on
the exponential family of distributions and their mixtures.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, we review hybrid factored MDPs (Section 3.1) and
extend them by exponential-family transition models (Section 4.1). Second, we generalize HALP
(Section 3.2) to solve the new class of problems efficiently (Section 4.2). Third, we introduce rich
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classes of conjugate basis functions that lead to closed-form solutions to the expectation terms in
HALP (Section 4.4). Finally, we evaluate the HALP framework on an autonomous rover planning
problem.
4.1 FACTORED TRANSITION AND REWARD MODELS
Discrete-state factored MDPs [14] allow a compact representation of stochastic decision problems
by exploiting their structure. In this section, we introduce a new formalism for representing hybrid
factored MDPs with exponential-family transition functions. The formalism is based on the HMDP
framework [35] and generalizes its transition model for continuous variables (Section 3.1).
A hybrid factored MDP with an exponential-family transition model (HMDP) is a tuple M =
(X,A, P, R), where X = {X1, . . . , Xn} is a state space described by a set of state variables, A =
{A1, . . . , Am} is an action space represented by action variables, P (X′ | X,A) is an exponential-
family transition model of state dynamics conditioned on the preceding state and action, and R is
a reward model assigning immediate payoffs to state-action configurations.1
State variables: State variables are either discrete or continuous. The state of the system is com-
pletely observed and defined by a vector of value assignments x = (xD,xC) which partitions along
its discrete and continuous components xD and xC .
Action variables: The action space is fully distributed and represented by action variables A. The
composite action is defined by a vector of individual action choices a = (aD, aC) which partitions
along its discrete and continuous components aD and aC . Without loss of generality, we make an
assumption that every state variable Ai is either of finite cardinality or bounded.
Transition model: The transition model is characterized by the conditional probability distribution
P (X′ | X,A), where X and X′ denote the state variables at two successive time steps t and t+ 1.
We assume that this distribution factors along X′ as P (X′ | X,A) = ∏ni=1 P (X ′i | Par(X ′i)) and
1General state and action space MDP is an alternative term for a hybrid MDP. The term hybrid does not refer to
the dynamics of the model, which is discrete-time.
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can be represented compactly by a DBN [25]. Typically, the parent set Par(X ′i) ⊆ X∪A is a small
subset of state and action variables which allows for a local parameterization of the model.
Parameterization of transition model: One-step dynamics of every state variable is represented
by the conditional probability P (X ′i | Par(X ′i)). The conditionals are chosen from the exponential
family of distributions:
P (X ′i = x | Par(X ′i)) = h(x) exp[ηTt(x)]/Z(η) (4.1)
based on Dom(X ′i), where η denotes the natural parameters of the distribution, t(x) is a vector of
its sufficient statistics, and Z(η) is a normalizing function independent of X ′i. The transition model
choices that lead to closed-form2 solutions to the expectation terms in HALP are shown in Figure
23. Our work generalizes to the mixtures of these transition functions (Corollary 2), which provide
a very rich class of transition models.
Reward model: The reward model is factored similarly to the transition model. In particular, the
reward function R(x, a) =
∑
j Rj(xj, aj) is an additive function of local reward functions defined
on the subsets Xj and Aj . In graphical models, these local functions can be described compactly
by reward nodes Rj , which are conditioned on their parent sets Par(Rj)=Xj ∪Aj . To allow this
representation, we formally extend our DBN into an influence diagram [47]. Note that the form of
the reward functions Rj(xj, aj) is unrestricted.
Optimal value function and policy: The optimal policy pi∗ can be defined greedily with respect
to the optimal value function V ∗, which is a fixed point of the Bellman equation:
V ∗(x) = sup
a
[
R(x, a) + γEP (x′|x,a)[V ∗(x′)]
] (4.2)
= sup
a
R(x, a) + γ∑
x′D
∫
x′C
P (x′ | x, a)V ∗(x′) dx′C
 .
2The term closed-form refers to a generally accepted set of closed-form operations and functions extended by the
gamma functions.
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Dom(X ′i) Transition function
{0, . . . , k} Multinomial distribution
P (X ′i = j) = θj
where
∑
j θj = 1 and θj = φθij(Par(X ′i))
[0, 1] Beta distribution
Pbeta(X ′i = x) =
Γ(α+β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)x
α−1(1− x)β−1
where α = φαi (Par(X ′i)) and β = φ
β
i (Par(X
′
i))
(−∞,∞) Normal distribution
N (X ′i = x) = 1σ√2pi exp[−
1
2σ2
(x− µ)2]
where µ = φµi (Par(X ′i)) and σ = φσi (Par(X ′i))
[0,∞) Gamma distribution
Pgamma(X ′i = x) =
1
Γ(α)βαx
α−1 exp[− 1βx]
where α = φαi (Par(X ′i)) and β = φ
β
i (Par(X
′
i))
Figure 23: Selecting transition functions based on Dom(X ′i). The functions are parameterized by
arbitrary functions φi(·) of their parent sets Par(X ′i).
Accordingly, the hybrid Bellman operator T ∗ is given by:
T ∗V (x) = sup
a
[
R(x, a) + γEP (x′|x,a)[V (x′)]
]
. (4.3)
In the rest of the chapter, we denote expectation terms over discrete and continuous variables in a
unified form:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
∑
xD
∫
xC
P (x)f(x) dxC . (4.4)
4.2 GENERALIZED HYBRID ALP
Since a factored representation of MDPs (Section 4.1) may not guarantee a structure in the optimal
value function or policy [54], we resort to the linear value function approximation (Equation 2.20).
This approximation restricts the value function V w to the linear combination of |w| basis functions
fi(x), wherew is a vector of tunable weights. Each basis function can be defined over the complete
state space X, but often is restricted to a subset of state variables Xi [7, 54].
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Similarly to the discrete-state ALP (Section 2.3.2.3), HALP (Section 3.2) optimizes the linear
value function approximation. Therefore, it transforms an initially intractable problem of estimat-
ing V ∗ in the hybrid state spaceX into a lower dimensional spacew. As shown in this section, this
approach generalizes to HMDPs with exponential-family transition models (Section 4.1).
The generalized hybrid ALP (HALP) formulation is given by a linear program3:
minimizew
∑
i
wiαi (4.5)
subject to:
∑
i
wiFi(x, a)−R(x, a) ≥ 0 ∀ x, a;
where w represents the variables in the LP, αi denotes basis function relevance weight:
αi = Eψ(x)[fi(x)] (4.6)
=
∑
xD
∫
xC
ψ(x)fi(x) dxC ,
ψ(x) ≥ 0 is a state relevance density function that weights the quality of the approximation, and
Fi(x, a) = fi(x)− γgi(x, a) is the difference between the basis function fi(x) and its discounted
backprojection:
gi(x, a) = EP (x′|x,a)[fi(x′)] (4.7)
=
∑
x′D
∫
x′C
P (x′ | x, a)fi(x′) dx′C .
Vectors xD (x′D) and xC (x′C) are the discrete and continuous components of value assignments x
(x′) to all state variables X (X′). The formulation is feasible if the set of basis functions contains
a constant function f0(x) ≡ 1. We assume that such a basis function is always present.
Similarly to our previous discussion in Section 3.2, we address several concerns related to the
generalized HALP formulation. First, we analyze the quality of this approximation (Section 4.3)
by extending our results from Section 3.2.1. Second, we introduce rich classes of basis functions
that lead to closed-form solutions to the expectation terms in the objective function and constraints
(Equations 4.6 and 4.7). These terms involve sums and integrals over the complete state space X
3More precisely, the HALP formulation (4.5) is a linear semi-infinite optimization problem with an infinite number
of constraints. Note that the number of basis functions remains finite. For brevity, we refer to this optimization problem
as linear programming.
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(Section 4.4), and therefore are extremely hard to evaluate. Finally, we discuss approximations to
the constraint space in HALP (Section 4.5). Note that complete satisfaction of this constraint space
(4.5) may not be possible since every state-action pair (x, a) induces a constraint.
4.3 ERROR BOUNDS
Recall that HALP minimizes the L1-norm distance between the optimal value function V ∗ and its
linear approximation V w (Propositions 2 and 3). Furthermore, the optimization of this error metric
is closely related to minimizing the max-norm error ‖V ∗ − V w‖∞,1/L (Theorems 2 and 3). Finally,
the choice of the state relevance density function ψ(x) significantly impacts the quality of a greedy
policy for the value function V w (Theorem 4).
Interestingly, none of these theoretical results (Section 3.2.1) assumes that the state space X is
bounded. Therefore, our earlier conclusions extend to the generalized HALP formulation (4.5).
4.4 EXPECTATION TERMS
Since our basis functions are often restricted to small subsets of state variables, expectation terms
(Equations 4.6 and 4.7) in the generalized HALP formulation (4.5) should be computable without
enumerating the complete state spaceX. Before we justify this claim, similarly to Section 3.2.2, we
assume that the state relevance density function ψ(x) factors according to Equation 3.10. Note that
this assumption allows us to view the evaluation of the expectation terms in HALP, Eψ(x)[fi(x)] and
EP (x′|x,a)[fi(x′)], as the same computational problem EP (x)[fi(x)], where P (x) is a distribution in
a factored form.
Before computing the expectation term EP (x)[fi(x)] over the complete state spaceX, we recall
that the basis function fi(x) is defined on a subset of state variablesXi. Therefore, we immediately
conclude that EP (x)[fi(x)] = EP (xi)[fi(xi)], where P (xi) denotes a factored distribution on a lower
dimensional spaceXi. If no further assumptions are made, the local expectation termEP (xi)[fi(xi)]
may be still hard to compute. Although it can be estimated by a variety of numerical methods, for
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instance Monte Carlo [1], these techniques are typically imprecise if the sample size is small, and
quite computationally expensive if a high precision is required. Consequently, we try to avoid such
an approximation step. Instead, we introduce an appropriate form of basis functions that guarantees
closed-form solutions to the expectation term EP (xi)[fi(xi)].
First, let us assume that every basis function fi(xi) factors along the state variables X as:
fi(xi) =
∏
Xj∈Xi
fij(xj). (4.8)
Note that the basis functions remain multivariate despite this independence assumption. We make
this presumption for computational purposes and it can be easily relaxed (Section 3.2.2.2).
Based on Equation 4.8, the expectation term EP (xi)[fi(xi)] decomposes as a product:
EP (xi)[fi(xi)] =
∏
Xj∈Xi
EP (xj)[fij(xj)] (4.9)
of expectations over individual variables Xj . Subsequently, an efficient solution to the expectation
term EP (xi)[fi(xi)] is guaranteed by efficient solutions to its univariate components EP (xj)[fij(xj)].
To obtain closed-form solutions to the expectation termsEP (xj)[fij(xj)], we consider univariate
basis function factors:
f(x) = h(x) exp[ηTt(x)]/Z(η), (4.10)
where η denotes their natural parameters, t(x) is a vector of their sufficient statistics, and Z(η) is a
normalizing function independent of x. The following proposition provides a recipe for choosing
univariate conjugate factors fij(xj) that complement the univariate distributions P (xj).
Proposition 7 (Exponential-family basis functions) Let:
P (x) = h(x) exp[ηTP t(x)]/Z(ηP )
f(x) = h(x) exp[ηTf t(x)]/Z(ηf )
be exponential-family densities over X in the same canonical form, where ηP and ηf denote their
natural parameters, t(x) is a vector of their sufficient statistics, and Z(·) is a normalizing function
independent of X . If h(x) ≡ 1, EP (x)[f(x)] has a closed-form solution:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
Z(ηP + ηf )
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )
.
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Figure 24: Expectations of three basis functions f(x′), denoted by thick black lines, with respect to
three transition densities from Example 7, shown in a light gray color. Darker gray lines are given
by the product P (x′)f(x′). The area below corresponds to the expectation terms EP (x′)[f(x′)].
Since integration is a distributive operation, our claim straightforwardly generalizes to the mixtures
of the densities P (x) and f(x).
Corollary 2 (Mixture of exponential-family basis functions) Let:
P (x) =
∑
i
piih(x) exp[η
T
Pi
t(x)]/Z(ηPi)
f(x) =
∑
j
ρjh(x) exp[η
T
fj
t(x)]/Z(ηfj)
be mixtures of exponential-family densities over X in the same canonical form, where pii and ρj are
the weights assigned to the components of the mixtures, ηPi and ηfj are the natural parameters of
the densities, t(x) is a vector of sufficient statistics, and Z(·) is a normalizing function independent
of X . If h(x) ≡ 1, EP (x)[f(x)] has a closed-form solution:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
∑
i
∑
j
piiρj
Z(ηPi + ηfj)
Z(ηPi)Z(ηfj)
.
Proposition 7 and Corollary 2 have important implications for selecting appropriate basis functions.
For instance, we may conclude that normal and beta transition models are complemented by normal
and beta basis functions. These in turn guarantee closed-form solutions to Equation 4.7. The same
conclusion can be made for gamma transition and basis functions.
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Corollary 3 (Normal basis functions) Let:
P (x) = N (x | µP , σP )
f(x) = N (x | µf , σf )
be normal distributions over X . Then EP (x)[f(x)] has a closed-form solution:
EP (x)[f(x)] = exp
[
(µPσ
2
f + µfσ
2
P )
2
2σ2Pσ
2
f (σ
2
P + σ
2
f )
− µ
2
P
2σ2P
− µ
2
f
2σ2f
− ln 2(σ
2
P + σ
2
f )− lnpi
2
]
.
Corollary 4 (Gamma basis functions) Let:
P (x) = Pgamma(x | αP , βP )
f(x) = Pgamma(x | αf , βf )
be gamma distributions over X . Then EP (x)[f(x)] has a closed-form solution:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
1
Γ(αP )β
αP
P
1
Γ(αf )β
αf
f
Γ(αP + αf − 1)
(
βPβf
βP + βf
)αP+αf−1
.
Example 7 To demonstrate closed-form solutions to the expectation terms in the generalized HALP,
we consider a transition model:
P (x′) = Pbeta(x′b | 15, 5)N (x′n | 0, 1)Pgamma(x′g | 12, 0.5)
with three state variables X = {Xb, Xn, Xg}, where:
Dom(Xb) = [0, 1]
Dom(Xn) = (−∞,∞)
Dom(Xg) = [0,∞).
Following Proposition 7, we conclude that basis functions of the form:
f(x′) = fb(x′b)fn(x
′
n)fg(x
′
g)
= Pbeta(x
′
b | αb, βb)N (x′n | µn, σn)Pgamma(x′g | αg, βg)
allow for closed-form solutions to the term EP (x′)[f(x′)]. A graphical interpretation of the compu-
tation is given in Figure 24. Brief inspection verifies that the univariate products P (x′)f(x′) have
the same canonical forms as the distributions P (x′) and f(x′).
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In line with the previous discussion, Hauskrecht and Kveton [43] have recently identified polyno-
mial basis functions as a conjugate choice for the mixture of beta transition model (Proposition 4).
Since any polynomial can be written as a linear combination of the products of beta densities, this
result follows from Corollary 2. Similarly to our conjugate choices, piecewise constant functions
constitute another suitable class of basis functions. Their expectations can be easily computed as a
weighted sum of the cumulative density functions corresponding to the transition model.
4.5 CONSTRAINT SPACE APPROXIMATIONS
An optimal solution w˜ to the generalized HALP formulation (4.5) is given by a finite set of active
constraints at a vertex of the feasible region. Unfortunately, identification of the active constraints
is a hard computational problem. In particular, it requires searching through an exponential number
of constraints, if the state and action variables are discrete, and an infinite number of constraints, if
any of the variables are continuous. Therefore, it is generally infeasible to find the optimal solution
w˜ to the generalized HALP formulation. Thus, we resort to approximations to the constraint space
in HALP whose optimal solution ŵ is close to w˜. This notion of an approximation is formalized as
follows.
Definition 5 The generalized HALP formulation is relaxed:
minimizew
∑
i
wiαi (4.11)
subject to:
∑
i
wiFi(x, a)−R(x, a) ≥ 0 (x, a) ∈ C;
if only a subset C of its constraints is satisfied.
HALP formulations (4.5) can be solved approximately by solving their relaxed formulations (4.11).
Several methods for building and solving these approximate LPs have been proposed (Section 3.3):
Monte Carlo sampling of constraints [43], their ε-grid discretization [35], and an adaptive MCMC
search for a violated constraint [57]. In the rest of this section, we discuss the application of these
methods in the context of the generalized HALP formulation.
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Monte Carlo methods approximate the constraint space in HALP by its sample. Unfortunately,
their efficiency typically depends on an appropriate choice of sampling distributions. The ones that
produce good approximations and polynomial sample size bounds are closely related to the optimal
solutions and rarely known a priori [24]. On the other hand, constraint sampling is easily applied in
continuous domains and its space complexity is proportional to the number of variables. Another
way of approximating the constraint space in HALP is by discretizing its continuous variables XC
andAC on an ε-grid. Since the discretized constraint space preserves its original factored structure,
it can be compactly satisfied by the methods for discrete-state ALP (Section 2.3.2.3). Note that this
relaxation guarantees that the relaxed solution ŵ converges to the optimal solution w˜ when ε→ 0.
However, it is impractical for small ε (Section 3.3.4). Finally, building of relaxed formulations can
be approached as a search for violated constraints [57]. This search can be done efficiently due to
the structure in the constraint space.
4.6 EXPERIMENTS
The goal of our experiments is to illustrate the quality of generalized HALP approximations rather
than the scale-up potential of the framework. Therefore, we apply generalized HALP to a realistic
but low-dimensional autonomous rover problem [17]. For scale-up studies in hybrid domains, refer
to Section 3.4. These conclusions fully extend to the generalized HALP.
4.6.1 Experimental Setup
Space exploration and problems arising in this domain have been a very important source of applied
AI research in recent years. The design of a planning module for an autonomous Mars rover is one
of the challenging problems. Along these lines, Bresina et al. [17] outlined requirements for such a
planning system. These include the ability to plan under continuous time, with concurrent actions,
using limited resources, and all these in the presence of uncertainty. In the same paper, Bresina et
al. [17] described a simplified rover planning problem, which exhibits these characteristics. In this
section, we apply the generalized HALP framework to solve this problem.
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The rover problem is a hybrid factored MDP with three state variables S, T , andE, and a single
binary action variable A. The discrete state variable S represents 10 exploration stages of the rover,
the continuous variable T describes elapsed time, and the continuous variable E reflects the energy
level of the rover. Transition functions for the state variables T and E are normal distributions that
are conditioned on the action choice a, exploration stage s, elapsed time t, and energy level e [17].
Three branches of the exploration plan yield rewards of 10, 55, and 100. The optimization problem
is to choose one of the branches with respect to the elapsed time and remaining energy. A complete
description of this example can be found in Bresina et al. [17].
The optimal value function V ∗ for the rover problem is approximated by a linear combination
of multivariate basis functions:
f(s, t, e) = P (s | θ1, . . . , θ10)N (t | µt, σt)N (e | µe, σe). (4.12)
The univariate basis function factors N (t | µt, σt) and N (e | µe, σe) are centered at the vertices of
some uniform n×n grid over the state variables T and E. The parameter n controls the complexity
of the approximation. The variance of the univariate factors is computed as (|Dom(Xi)| /(n−1))2,
where |Dom(T )| = 4200 and |Dom(E)| = 20. The n× n configurations of n2 basis functions are
replicated for all exploration stages s. The weights of the linear approximation V w are obtained by
solving a relaxed HALP formulation whose constraints are restricted to a fixed ε-grid (ε = 1/16).
The state relevance density function ψ(x) is uniform. The discount factor γ is 0.95.
As a baseline for our approximations, we consider value functions computed by value iteration
on uniformly discretized variables T and E [19, 83]. The value iteration algorithm converges after
5 steps due to the finite-horizon dynamics of the rover problem.
All experiments are done on a Dell Precision 380 workstation with 3.2GHz Pentium 4 CPU and
2GB RAM. Linear programs are solved by the dual-simplex method in CPLEX. Our experimental
results are reported in Figures 25, 26, and 27.
4.6.2 Experimental Results
Based on our results, we draw the following conclusions. The generalized HALP is a conceptually
valid and practical way of solving hybrid optimization problems. Although our basis functions are
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Generalized HALP
Basis configurations Reward Time OV
2× 2 (41) 27.2± 0.5 5 60.5
3× 3 (131) 27.2± 0.5 18 56.3
5× 5 (381) 27.2± 0.5 75 49.9
9× 9 (1 191) 27.2± 0.5 560 42.8
Grid-based VI
Grid configurations Reward Time
5× 5 (250) 25.5± 0.5 < 1
9× 9 (810) 26.2± 0.5 2
17× 17 (2 890) 27.2± 0.5 20
33× 33 (10 890) 27.4± 0.5 281
Figure 25: Comparison of two approaches to solving the simplified rover problem. The approaches
are compared by the objective value of a relaxed HALP (OV), the expected discounted reward of a
corresponding policy, and computation time (in seconds). The expected reward is estimated by the
Monte Carlo simulation of 5000 trajectories starting at the initial exploration stage s1 (Figure 26).
The variance of our estimates is due to the natural variance of policies at s1. The results are shown
for different configurations of basis functions (grid points). The numbers in parentheses represent
the number of used basis functions (grid points).
placed blindly without prior knowledge, the simplest HALP approximation (2× 2 basis configura-
tion) yields a close-to-optimal policy. The approximation is computed faster than a corresponding
grid approximation of the same quality. This result is even more encouraging since we may achieve
additional several-fold speedup by considering the locality of basis functions in HALP.
Interestingly, although the quality of HALP approximations improves with a larger number of
basis functions, the quality of their policies remains the same. Since the optimal value function V ∗
[17] is monotonically increasing in both T and E, we believe that capturing this behavior is crucial
for obtaining a close-to-optimal policy. Note that the simplest HALP approximation (2 × 2 basis
configuration) exhibits this trend.
4.7 CONCLUSIONS
Development of efficient algorithms for solving large factored MDPs is a challenging task. In this
chapter, we demonstrated a non-trivial extension to the HALP framework (Chapter 3) that permits
efficient solutions to a very general class of hybrid factored MDPs. Moreover, we used the HALP
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Figure 26: Value function approximations corresponding to the results in Figure 25. The approxi-
mations are shown as functions of the elapsed time (T ) and energy (E) for every exploration stage
S = {s1, . . . , s10}. Note that the most elaborate HALP approximation (9× 9 basis configuration)
closely resembles the optimal value function [17].
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Figure 27: Value function approximations corresponding to the results in Figure 25. The approxi-
mations are shown as functions of the elapsed time (T ) and energy (E) for every exploration stage
S = {s1, . . . , s10}. Note that the most elaborate HALP approximation (9× 9 basis configuration)
closely resembles the optimal value function [17].
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framework to solve an autonomous rover problem and found a close-to-optimal policy with a small
set of blindly constructed basis functions.
Unfortunately, such a naive approach to choosing basis functions is infeasible if the number of
state variables is larger. To alleviate the concern, we propose an efficient method for learning basis
functions in the next chapter.
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5.0 LEARNING BASIS FUNCTIONS IN HYBRID DOMAINS
The quality of HALP solutions (Section 3.2) inherently depends on the choice of basis functions
(Section 3.2.1). Therefore, it is typically assumed that these are provided as a part of the problem
definition, which is unrealistic. The primary goal of this chapter is to alleviate this assumption and
learn basis functions automatically.
In the context of discrete-state ALP, Patrascu et al. [81] proposed a greedy approach to learning
basis functions. This method is based on the dual ALP formulation and its optimization. Although
the presented approach is very similar to Patrascu et al. [81], it also differs in two aspects. First, it is
computationally infeasible to build the complete HALP formulation in hybrid domains. Therefore,
we use its relaxed formulations, which may lead to overfitting of learned approximations on active
constraints. To solve this problem, we restrict our search to basis functions with a better state-space
coverage. Second, instead of choosing from a finite number of basis functions [81], we optimize an
infinite class of parametric basis function models. Note that these extensions are clearly non-trivial
and pose a number of challenges. For a discussion of other approaches to learning basis functions,
refer to Section 2.3.2.4.
The rest of Chapter 5 introduces a new method for the automatic learning of basis functions in
hybrid state and action domains. This method starts from an initial set of basis functions and adds
new functions greedily to improve the quality of the current approximation. Our approach is based
on parametric basis function models that are optimized on preselected domains of state variables.
These domains represent our initial preference between the quality and complexity of solutions. In
what follows, we describe in detail how to score and optimize basis functions.
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5.1 OPTIMIZATION OF RELAXED HALP
The quality of the ALP formulation (Section 2.3.2.3) was studied by de Farias and Van Roy [23].
Based on extending their results (Section 3.2.1), we conclude that the optimization of the objective
function Eψ[V w] in HALP is identical to minimizing the L1-norm error ‖V ∗ − V w‖1,ψ. Therefore,
the objective value Eψ
[
V w˜
]
is a natural measure for evaluating the impact of added basis functions.
Unfortunately, computation of this objective value is generally infeasible (Section 3.3). To address
this issue, we optimize a surrogate metric, which is given by the objective value of a relaxed HALP
Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
. The following proposition relates the optimization of these two objectives.
Proposition 8 Let w˜ be an optimal solution to the HALP formulation (3.6) and ŵ be an optimal δ-
infeasible solution to its relaxed formulation (3.17). Then the objective value Eψ
[
V w˜
]
is bounded
as:
Eψ
[
V w˜
] ≤ Eψ[V ŵ]+ δ
1− γ .
The proposition has an important implication. The objective function Eψ
[
V w˜
]
can be optimized by
minimizing the relaxed objective Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
.
5.2 SCORING BASIS FUNCTIONS
To minimize the relaxed objective Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
, we introduce the dual formulation of a relaxed HALP.
Definition 6 Let every variable in the relaxed HALP formulation (3.17) be subject to the constraint
wi ≥ 0. Then the dual relaxed HALP is given by a linear program:
maximizeω
∑
(x,a)∈C
ωx,aR(x, a) (5.1)
subject to:
∑
(x,a)∈C
ωx,aFi(x, a)− αi ≤ 0 ∀ i
ωx,a ≥ 0;
where ωx,a represents the variables in the LP, one for each constraint in the primal relaxed HALP,
and the scope of the index i are all basis functions fi(x).
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Based on the duality theory, we know that the primal (3.17) and dual (5.1) formulations yield the
same objective values. Therefore, minimizing the objective of the dual minimizes the objective of
the primal. Since the dual formulation is a maximization problem, its objective can be lowered by
adding a new constraint, which corresponds to a basis function f(x) in the primal. Unfortunately,
to evaluate the true impact of adding f(x) on decreasing Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
, the primal needs to be resolved
with the added basis function. This step is computationally expensive and would significantly slow
down any procedure that searches in the space of basis functions.
Similarly to Patrascu et al. [81], we consider a different scoring metric. We define dual viola-
tion magnitude τ ω̂(f):
τ ω̂(f) =
∑
(x,a)∈C
ω̂x,a[f(x)− γgf (x, a)]− αf , (5.2)
which measures the amount by which the optimal solution ω̂ to a dual relaxed HALP violates the
constraint corresponding to the basis function f(x). This score can be interpreted as evaluating the
quality of cutting planes in the dual. Intuitively, if τ ω̂(f) is nonnegative, a higher value of τ ω̂(f) is
often correlated with a large decrease in the objective Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
when the basis function (constraint)
f(x) is added to the primal (dual). Following the work of Patrascu et al. [81], this criterion prefers
meaningful basis functions and it is significantly cheaper than resolving the primal.
Note that computation of the dual violation magnitude τ ω̂(f) requires summation of the terms
gf (x, a) and f(x) for every constraint (x, a) ∈ C in the primal. Fortunately, the scalars ω̂x,a (Equa-
tion 5.2) that correspond to inactive primal constraints are equal to zero. Therefore, our summation
can be carried out efficiently in O(|ŵ|) time, where |ŵ| denotes the number of variables in the pri-
mal. In addition, based on the duality theory, the dual solution ω̂ can be always expressed in terms
of the primal solution ŵ. Therefore, the score τ ω̂(f) can be evaluated without formulating the dual
at all.
5.3 OPTIMIZATION OF BASIS FUNCTIONS
The dual violation magnitude τ ω̂(f) scores basis functions f(x) and our goal is to find one with a
high score. To permit a systematic search among these functions, we assume that they factor along
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the state variables X (Equation 4.8). Moreover, we assume that their univariate factors fj(xj) are
from the exponential family of distributions:
fj(xj) = hj(xj) exp[η
T
fj
tj(xj)]/Zj(ηfj), (5.3)
where ηfj denotes their natural parameters, tj(xj) is a vector of sufficient statistics, and Zj(ηfj) is
a normalizing function independent of Xj (Section 4.4).
To maximize the score τ ω̂(f) with respect to the natural parameters of the basis function f(x),
we use the gradient descent approach. Briefly, from the independence assumption in Equation 4.8,
the gradient∇τ ω̂(f) can be expressed as a function of the derivatives corresponding to the univari-
ate terms fj(xj) and EP (x′j |x,a)
[
fj(x
′
j)
]
. As demonstrated by Propositions 9 and 10, the derivatives
have closed-form solutions for the conjugate choices of basis functions.
Proposition 9 Let:
f(x) = h(x) exp[ηTf t(x)]/Z(ηf )
be an exponential-family density over X , where ηf denotes its natural parameters, t(x) is a vector
of sufficient statistics, and Z(ηf ) is a normalizing function independent of X . Then:
∂f(x)
∂ηfk
= f(x)
[
tk(x)− 1
Z(ηf )
∂Z(ηf )
∂ηfk
]
has a closed-form solution, where ηfk and tk(x) are the k-th elements of the vectors ηf and t(x),
respectively.
Proposition 10 Let:
P (x) = h(x) exp[ηTP t(x)]/Z(ηP )
f(x) = h(x) exp[ηTf t(x)]/Z(ηf )
be exponential-family densities over X in the same canonical form, where ηP and ηf denote their
natural parameters, t(x) is a vector of their sufficient statistics, and Z(·) is a normalizing function
independent of X . If h(x) ≡ 1, then:
∂EP (x)[f(x)]
∂ηfk
=
1
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )
∂Z(ηP + ηf )
∂ηfk
− Z(ηP + ηf )
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )2
∂Z(ηf )
∂ηfk
has a closed-form solution, where ηfk denotes the k-th element of the vector ηf .
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5.4 OVERFITTING ON ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS
Maximization of the violation magnitude τ ω̂(f) overfits on active constraints in the primal relaxed
HALP. To explain the phenomenon, we assume that some basis function f(x) is of unit magnitude,
unimodal, and centered at an active constraint (x′, a′). If the function f(x′′) is zero at the remaining
active constraints (x′′, a′′), ω̂x′,a′f(x′) is the only positive term in τ ω̂(f). Hence, the maximization
of the dual score τ ω̂(f) can be achieved by fixing the functional value f(x′) = 1 while minimizing
the negative terms gf (x′′, a′′) and αf . Since the negative terms can be bounded from above as:
gf (x
′′, a′′) = EP (x′|x′′,a′′)[f(x′)]
≤ E[f(x)]max
x′
P (x′ | x′′, a′′) (5.4)
αf = Eψ(x)[f(x)]
≤ E[f(x)]max
x
ψ(x), (5.5)
the score τ ω̂(f) is easily optimized by decreasing the mass E[f(x)] (variance) corresponding to the
basis function f(x). A graphical illustration of a relaxed HALP approximation, which is computed
from several overfitted basis functions, is shown in Figure 29.
Although these peaked basis functions may lower the relaxed objective Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
, it is not likely
that they lower the objective Eψ
[
V w˜
]
in HALP. This conclusion can be explained by Proposition 8.
Peaked basis functions have a high Lipschitz constant, which translates into the high δ-infeasibility
of their relaxed solutions ŵ. If δ is high, the bound in Proposition 8 is loose, and the minimization
of the relaxed objective Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
no longer guarantees a low objective value Eψ
[
V w˜
]
.
To account for this deficiency, we modify our greedy search (Section 5.3). Instead of searching
among all basis functions that maximize τ ω̂(f), we focus on those that adhere to a certain Lipschitz
factor K. In turn, the new parameter K regulates the smoothness of our approximations.
5.5 EXPERIMENTS
The greedy approach to learning basis functions is studied on two hybrid optimization problems: 6-
ring irrigation network (Section 3.4.2) and an autonomous rover planning problem (Section 4.6.1).
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5.5.1 Experimental Setup
Irrigation network problems [35] are challenging for state-of-the-art MDP solvers due to the hybrid
factored state and action spaces. The objective of an irrigation network operator is to select discrete
water-routing actionsAD to optimize continuous water levelsXC in connected irrigation channels.
The transition model reflects water flows conditioned on the operation modes of regulation devices.
It is parameterized locally by beta distributions. The reward model is additive and represented by a
mixture of two normal distributions for every channel except for the outflow. The 6-ring irrigation
network topology involves 10 continuous state and 10 discrete action variables.
The autonomous rover planning problem [17] involves three state variables S, T , and E, and a
binary action variable A. The discrete state variable S represents 10 exploration stages of the rover,
the continuous variable T describes elapsed time, and the continuous variable E reflects the energy
level of the rover. Transition functions for the state variables T and E are normal distributions that
are conditioned on the action choice a, exploration stage s, elapsed time t, and energy level e [17].
Three branches of the exploration plan yield rewards of 10, 55, and 100. The optimization problem
is to choose one of the branches with respect to the elapsed time and remaining energy. A complete
description of this example can be found in Bresina et al. [17].
The optimal value function V ∗ for the 6-ring irrigation network problem is approximated by a
linear combination of univariate basis functions:
f(xi) = Pbeta(xi | α, β). (5.6)
The parameters i, α, and β are initialized randomly and further optimized by two methods: greedy
(Section 5.3), which maximizes the violation magnitude τ ω̂(f), and restricted greedy (Section 5.4),
where the greedy optimization is controlled by the Lipschitz factor K. Both methods are evaluated
for up to 100 learned basis functions. The smoothness parameter K is slowly increased from 2 to 8
according to a logarithmic schedule. After a new basis function is learned, the weights of the linear
approximation V w are obtained from a relaxed HALP formulation whose constraints are restricted
to a fixed ε-grid (ε = 1/8). The state relevance density function ψ(x) is assumed uniform similarly
to Section 3.4.2. The discount factor γ is 0.95. The quality of learned approximations is compared
to an ε-HALP approximation (ε = 1/16) computed from 40 basis functions suggested by Guestrin
et al. [35] (Figure 16c).
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The optimal value function V ∗ for the rover problem is approximated by a linear combination
of multivariate basis functions:
f(s, t, e) = P (s | θ1, . . . , θ10)N (t | µt, σt)N (e | µe, σe). (5.7)
where P (s | θ1, . . . , θ10) is a multinomial distribution over 10 exploration stages of the rover. The
parameters θ1, . . . , θ10, µt, σt, µe, and σe are initialized randomly and optimized as described in the
previous paragraph. The quality of learned approximations is compared to two different baselines:
an ε-HALP approximation (ε = 1/16) with 381 basis functions (Section 4.6), and a value function
obtained by value iteration on uniformly discretized variables T and E (Section 4.6). The variables
are discretized on the 17× 17 grid.
All experiments are done on a Dell Precision 380 workstation with 3.2GHz Pentium 4 CPU and
2GB RAM. Linear programs are solved by the dual-simplex method in CPLEX. Our experimental
results are reported in Figures 28 and 29.
5.5.2 Experimental Results
Based on our results, we draw the following conclusions. First, Figure 28 demonstrates the benefits
of automatic basis function learning. On the 6-ring irrigation network problem, we can learn better
policies than the existing baseline in a short time (150 seconds). On the autonomous rover problem,
we learn as good policies as our baselines in a comparable time. These empirical results are even
more encouraging since we may achieve additional several-fold speedup by caching relaxed HALP
formulations when adding new basis functions.
Second, Figure 28 also confirms our hypothesis that the minimization of the relaxed objective
Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
without restricting the search yields suboptimal policies. As the number of learned basis
functions grows, we observe a correlation between dropping objectives and rewards, and a growing
upper bound on the Lipschitz factor of the approximations.
Finally, Figure 29 illustrates value functions learned on the 6-ring irrigation network problem.
We observe the phenomenon of overfitting (the second row from the top) and the gradual improve-
ment of the approximations constructed by the restricted greedy search (the last two rows).
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Figure 28: Comparison of the greedy (thin black lines) and restricted greedy (thick black lines)
methods on the 6-ring irrigation network and rover problems. The approaches are compared by the
objective value of a relaxed HALP, the expected reward of a corresponding policy, an upper bound
on the Lipschitz constant of V ŵ, and computation time (in seconds). The upper bound is computed
as
∑
i ŵi
∑
Xj∈Xi Kij , where Kij represents the Lipschitz constant of the univariate basis function
factor fij(xj). Thick gray lines denote our baselines.
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Figure 29: Univariate projections V ŵ(x)|Xj =
∑
i:Xj=Xi
ŵifi(xi) of approximate value functions
V ŵ on the 6-ring irrigation network problem. From top down, we show value functions computed
from 40 basis functions (BFs) suggested by Guestrin et al. [35], 100 greedily learned BFs, and 50
and 100 BFs learned by the restricted greedy method. Note that the greedy approximation overfits
on the ε-grid (ε = 1/8), which is denoted by dotted lines.
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5.6 CONCLUSIONS
Learning of basis functions is a step towards applying MDPs to real-world problems. In this work,
we introduced a greedy method that automatically learns basis functions in hybrid state and action
domains. On the two presented hybrid MDP problems, the method surpasses existing baselines by
the quality of policies or their computation time. An interesting open question is the combination
of our greedy search with the state space analysis of Mahadevan et al. [64, 65, 66].
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Compact representations and efficient solutions for large-scale decision problems with discrete and
continuous variables are among the most important challenges faced by the designers of automated
decision support systems. In this thesis (Chapters 3 and 4), we introduced a novel hybrid factored
Markov decision process (MDP) model that allows for a compact representation of these problems,
and a new hybrid approximate linear programming (HALP) framework that permits their efficient
solutions. Comparing to the existing work (Section 2.3), the introduced approach has several nice
properties. First, unlike other parametric value function approximation methods (Section 2.3.2), it
cannot diverge (or oscillate) in principle and its feasibility is easily guaranteed. Second, in contrast
to parametric policy approximations (Section 2.3.3), HALP policies can be derived without relying
on local optimization methods and a potentially suboptimal parametric class of policies (Section 5).
Finally, comparing to the nearest neighbor methods (Section 2.3.4), HALP has a potential to scale
up to large distributed decision problems.
Although our work focused specifically on linear programming methods, note that many of our
ideas generalize beyond them. For instance, our efficient closed-form solutions to the expectations
terms in HALP (Sections 3.2.2 and 4.4) extend to any technique for solving hybrid factored MDPs
that employs the linear value function approximation (Equation 2.20). Moreover, our work builds a
foundation for the efficient evaluation of the hybrid Bellman operator (Equation 3.4) in the domains
of discrete and continuous variables (Section 3.3.3).
Based on our empirical results, we claim that the HALP framework scales up with the dimen-
sionality of studied problems (Section 3.4). Furthermore, it is capable of solving decision problems
with non-trivial dynamics (Section 4.6) with no prior knowledge at all (Section 5.5). At this point,
further empirical evidence is necessary to make stronger claims. Ultimately, we believe that HALP
can solve structured decision problems with hundreds of variables. Note that the irrigation network
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problems (Example 6) are among the largest factored MDPs with hybrid state and action variables
that were ever solved by an approximate dynamic programming technique [10, 91].
Future work on the HALP framework should definitely focus on the automatic learning of basis
functions and faster constraint space approximations. For instance, we believe that the incremental
learning of basis functions (Section 5) may provide a good prior for the greedy search for the most
violated constraint. This local optimization step is expected to consume a significantly shorter time
than our global constraint satisfaction methods (Section 3.3) while delivering competitive results.
Interestingly, the majority of our empirical time complexity results can be reduced on the order
of ten or more. For example, the LP SOLVE package applied in Section 3.4 is significantly slower
than later used CPLEX (Sections 4.6 and 5.5). Moreover, our basis functions are local. As a result,
most of the expectation terms in HALP formulations (Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3) are typically zero. A
smarter representation of basis functions, which avoids these unnecessary computations, can speed
up the building of relaxed HALP formulations by several times.
In the rest of this chapter, we discuss the extension of our ideas to hybrid factored semi-MDPs
[50, 51] and partially-observable MDPs [2]. In the light of these results, the HALP approach seems
to be a promising and general framework for solving large-scale dynamic decision problems under
uncertainty.
6.1 SEMI-MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES
In the course of this work, we assumed that Markov decision processes are discrete-time. However,
the nature of many real-world problems cannot be captured by these models. For instance, although
the actions are usually applied at instant times, rewards often accumulate between these times [21].
Moreover, the duration of a transition between two states is typically a random variable conditioned
on the preceding state and action choice. Semi-Markov decision processes [50, 51] are a formalism
that permits the modeling of these new challenges while preserving the Markov property.
Formally, a semi-Markov decision process [9] is given by a 4-tuple Mτ = (S,A, P, r), where
S = {s1, . . . , s|S|} is a set of states,A = {a1, . . . , a|A|} is a set of actions, P : S×A×S×τ → R
is a joint probability distribution over the state and its transition time conditioned on the preceding
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state and action choice, and r : S ×A× t→ R is a reward model assigning immediate payoffs to
state-action configurations at a particular time t.
Under mild restrictions on the transition model, we can derive the following fixed point equa-
tion:
V ∗(s) = max
a
[
R(s, a) +
∑
s′ 6=s
{∫ ∞
τ=0
exp[−γτ ]P (s′, τ | s, a) dτ
}
V ∗(s′)
]
(6.1)
for the optimal value function V ∗, where:
R(s, a) =
∑
s′ 6=s
∫ ∞
τ=0
{∫ τ
t=0
exp[−γt]r(s, a, t) dt
}
P (s′, τ | s, a) dτ. (6.2)
Based on the similarity to the Bellman equation (Equation 2.4), it is possible to write down the LP
and ALP formulations (2.17 and 2.25) that allow the computation of the optimal value function V ∗
(Equation 6.1) and its linear approximation V w (Equation 2.20):
minimizew
∑
s
ψ(s)V w(s) (6.3)
subject to: V w(s)−
∑
s′ 6=s
{∫ ∞
τ=0
exp[−γτ ]P (s′, τ | s, a) dτ
}
V w(s′)−R(s, a) ≥ 0
∀ s ∈ S, a ∈ A;
An interesting open question is whether the expectation terms
∫∞
τ=0
exp[−γτ ]P (s′, τ | s, a) dτ and
R(s, a) can be evaluated efficiently for a rich class of transition functions. To simplify the problem,
we may consider rewriting the transition model P (s′, τ | s, a) as a kernel P (τ | s, a, s′)P (s′ | s, a).
For representing the temporal dynamics of semi-MDPs, Younes and Simmons [101] suggested
continuous phase-type distributions. These transition functions are computationally feasible due to
the memoryless properties of exponential distributions, which are the building blocks of phase-type
distributions. In addition, note that these transition models have a clear semantics when combined
with factored representations [77].
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6.2 PARTIALLY-OBSERVABLE MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES
The standard MDP framework assumes that the state space is completely observed. This paradigm
is valid for modeling a variety of real-world optimization problems. However, the framework can-
not be applied to domains with incomplete state information, such as navigating robots in unknown
environments. Partially-observable Markov decision processes [2] are a formalism that permits the
modeling of these new challenges.
Formally, a partially-observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [2] is given by a 5-tuple
Mo = (S,A,Θ, P, R), where S =
{
s1, . . . , s|S|
}
is a set of unobserved states,A = {a1, . . . , a|A|}
is a set of actions, Θ =
{
o1, . . . , o|Θ|
}
is a set of observations, P : S×A×S → [0, 1] is a stochastic
model of state dynamics conditioned on the preceding state and action, P : S ×A×Θ→ [0, 1] is
the probability of observations conditioned on the unobserved state and action, and R : S×A → R
is a reward model assigning immediate payoffs to state-action configurations.
Assuming the belief-state representation of a POMDP [42], we can derive the following fixed
point equation:
V ∗(b) = max
a
[∑
s
bsR(s, a) + γ
∑
o
P (o | b, a)V ∗(bao)
]
(6.4)
for the optimal value function V ∗. The vector b = (b1, . . . , b|S|) represents a belief over the states
s such that
∑
s bs = 1, and bao is its update after taking an action a and observing o. This update is
governed by the equation:
(bao)s′ =
P (o | s′, a)∑s P (s′ | s, a)bs
P (o | b, a) , (6.5)
where the normalizing constant P (o | b, a) is computed as:
P (o | b, a) =
∑
s′
P (o | s′, a)
∑
s
P (s′ | s, a)bs. (6.6)
Note that the belief state b is continuous and can be characterized by a set of |S| dependent random
variables B =
{
B1, . . . , B|S|
}
. Therefore, the belief-state representation of a POMDP is a special
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form of a continuous-state MDP. As a result, we can modify the HALP formulation (3.6) to find a
linear approximation V w (Equation 2.20):
minimizew Eψ[V w] (6.7)
subject to: V w(b)− γ
∑
o
P (o | b, a)V w(bao)−
∑
s
bsR(s, a) ≥ 0
∀ b ∈ B :
∑
s
bs = 1
∀ a ∈ A;
to the optimal value function V ∗ (Equation 6.4).
In line with our previous discussion, solving POMDPs by HALP can be approached as follows.
First, the optimal value function of a POMDP is always convex in the belief state b [2]. Therefore,
to approximate it, it suffices to consider convex basis function fi(b) and their convex combinations:
V w(b) =
∑
i
wifi(b) ∀ i : wi ≥ 0. (6.8)
Intuitively, these convex basis functions can be learned similarly to those in Chapter 5. Second, for
every belief state b and action a, there are only |Θ| successive states bao that a POMDP can transfer
to. Therefore, the evaluation of the expectation terms in HALP (Section 3.2.2) reduces to a trivial
problem. Finally, similarly to the constraint space in HALP (Section 3.3), we hypothesize that the
POMDP constraints can be satisfied compactly even if the action and observation spaces A and Θ
are exponentially large but structured.
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APPENDIX
PROOFS
Proof of Proposition 2: The Bellman operator T ∗ is a contraction mapping. From its monotonic-
ity, for any value function V , V ≥ T ∗V implies V ≥ T ∗V ≥ · · · ≥ V ∗. Since constraints in the
HALP formulation (3.6) enforce V w˜ ≥ T ∗V w˜, we conclude V w˜ ≥ V ∗.
Proof of Proposition 3: Based on Proposition 2, we note that the constraint V w ≥ T ∗V w guaran-
tees that V w ≥ V ∗. Subsequently, our claim is proved by realizing:
argmin
w
Eψ[V
w] = argmin
w
Eψ[V
w − V ∗]
and
Eψ[V
w − V ∗] = Eψ|V w − V ∗|
= Eψ|V ∗ − V w|
= ‖V ∗ − V w‖1,ψ .
The proof generalizes from the discrete-state case [23] without any alternations.
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Proof of Theorem 2: Similarly to Theorem 2 by de Farias and Van Roy [23], this claim is proved
in three steps. First, we find a point w in the feasible region of the HALP such that V w is within
O(²) distance from V w∗ , where:
w∗ = argmin
w
‖V ∗ − V w‖∞
² =
∥∥V ∗ − V w∗∥∥∞ .
Such a point w is given by:
w = w∗ +
(1 + γ)²
1− γ e,
where e = (1, 0, . . . , 0) is an indicator of the constant basis function f0(x) ≡ 1. This point satisfies
all requirements and its feasibility can be handily verified by solving:
V w − T ∗V w = V w∗ + (1 + γ)²
1− γ −
(
T ∗V w∗ + γ(1 + γ)²
1− γ
)
= V w
∗ − T ∗V w∗ + (1 + γ)²
≥ 0,
where the last step follows from the inequality:∥∥V w∗ − T ∗V w∗∥∥∞ ≤ ∥∥V w∗ − V ∗∥∥∞ + ∥∥V ∗ − T ∗V w∗∥∥∞
=
∥∥V ∗ − V w∗∥∥∞ + ∥∥T ∗V ∗ − T ∗V w∗∥∥∞
≤ (1 + γ)².
Subsequently, we bound the max-norm error of V w by using the triangle inequality:∥∥V ∗ − V w∥∥∞ ≤ ∥∥V ∗ − V w∗∥∥∞ + ∥∥V w∗ − V w∥∥∞
=
(
1 +
1 + γ
1− γ
)
²
=
2²
1− γ ,
which yields a bound on the weighted L1-norm error of V w˜:∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
≤ ∥∥V ∗ − V w∥∥
1,ψ
≤ ∥∥V ∗ − V w∥∥∞
≤ 2²
1− γ .
The proof generalizes from the discrete-state case [23] without any alternations.
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Proof of Theorem 3: Similarly to Theorem 2, this claim is proved in three steps: finding a point w
in the feasible region of the HALP, bounding the max-norm error of V w, which yields a bound on
the L1-norm error of V w˜. A comprehensive proof for the discrete-state case was done by de Farias
and Van Roy [23]. The proof generalizes to structured state and action spaces with hybrid variables.
Proof of Proposition 4: The proposition is proved in a sequence of steps:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
∫
x
Pbeta(x | α, β)xn(1− x)m dx
=
∫
x
Γ(α + β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
xα−1(1− x)β−1xn(1− x)m dx
=
Γ(α+ β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∫
x
xα+n−1(1− x)β+m−1 dx
=
Γ(α+ β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(α+ n)Γ(β +m)
Γ(α+ β + n+m)
∫
x
Γ(α + β + n+m)
Γ(α + n)Γ(β +m)
xα+n−1(1− x)β+m−1 dx
=
Γ(α+ β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(α+ n)Γ(β +m)
Γ(α+ β + n+m)
∫
x
Pbeta(x | α + n, β +m) dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
.
Since integration is a distributive operation, our claim straightforwardly generalizes to the mixture
of beta distributions P (x).
Proof of Proposition 5: The proposition is proved in a sequence of steps:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
∫
x
Pbeta(x | α, β)
∑
i
1[li,ri](x)(aix+ bi) dx
=
∑
i
∫ ri
li
Pbeta(x | α, β)(aix+ bi) dx
=
∑
i
[
ai
∫ ri
li
Pbeta(x | α, β)x dx+ bi
∫ ri
li
Pbeta(x | α, β) dx
]
=
∑
i
[
ai
α
α + β
∫ ri
li
Pbeta(x | α + 1, β) dx+ bi
∫ ri
li
Pbeta(x | α, β) dx
]
=
∑
i
[
ai
α
α + β
(F+(ri)− F+(li)) + bi(F (ri)− F (li))
]
.
Since integration is a distributive operation, our claim straightforwardly generalizes to the mixture
of beta distributions P (x).
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Proof of Proposition 6: This claim is proved in three steps. First, we find a point w in the feasible
region of the HALP such that V w is within O(δ) distance from V ŵ. Such a point w is given by:
w = ŵ +
δ
1− γ e,
where e = (1, 0, . . . , 0) is an indicator of the constant basis function f0(x) ≡ 1. This point satisfies
all requirements and its feasibility can be handily verified by solving:
V w − T ∗V w = V ŵ + δ
1− γ −
(
T ∗V ŵ + γδ
1− γ
)
= V ŵ − T ∗V ŵ + δ
≥ 0,
where the inequality V ŵ − T ∗V ŵ ≥ −δ holds from the δ-infeasibility of ŵ. Since the solution w˜
is feasible in the relaxed HALP, we conclude Eψ
[
V ŵ
] ≤ Eψ[V w˜]. Subsequently, this inequality
yields a bound on the weighted L1-norm error of V w:∥∥V ∗ − V w∥∥
1,ψ
= Eψ
∣∣∣∣V ŵ + δ1− γ − V ∗
∣∣∣∣
= Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
+
δ
1− γ − Eψ[V
∗]
≤ Eψ
[
V w˜
]
+
δ
1− γ − Eψ[V
∗]
=
∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
+
δ
1− γ .
Finally, we combine this result with the triangle inequality:
∥∥V ∗ − V ŵ∥∥
1,ψ
≤ ∥∥V ∗ − V w∥∥
1,ψ
+
∥∥V w − V ŵ∥∥
1,ψ
≤ ∥∥V ∗ − V w˜∥∥
1,ψ
+
2δ
1− γ ,
which leads to a bound on the weighted L1-norm error of V ŵ.
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Proof of Proposition 7: The proposition is proved in a sequence of steps:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
∫
x
P (x)f(x) dx
=
∫
x
exp[ηTP t(x)]
Z(ηP )
exp[ηTf t(x)]
Z(ηf )
dx
=
Z(ηP + ηf )
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )
∫
x
exp[(ηP + ηf )
Tt(x)]
Z(ηP + ηf )
dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
.
The final step is a consequence of integrating a distribution.
Proof of Corollary 2: The proposition is proved in a sequence of steps:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
∫
x
P (x)f(x) dx
=
∫
x
(∑
i
pii
exp[ηTPit(x)]
Z(ηPi)
)(∑
j
ρj
exp[ηTfj t(x)]
Z(ηfj)
)
dx
=
∑
i
∑
j
piiρj
∫
x
exp[ηTPit(x)]
Z(ηPi)
exp[ηTfj t(x)]
Z(ηfj)
dx
=
∑
i
∑
j
piiρj
Z(ηPi + ηfj)
Z(ηPi)Z(ηfj)
.
The final step is a consequence of applying Proposition 7.
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Proof of Corollary 3: This proposition is proved in two steps. First, note that the normal distribu-
tion can be written in the canonical form as:
N (x | µ, σ) = 1√
2piσ2
exp
[
− 1
2σ2
(x− µ)2
]
= exp
[
− 1
2σ2
x2 +
µ
σ2
x
]
exp
[
− µ
2
2σ2
− ln 2σ
2 + ln pi
2
]
=
exp [−η1x2 + η2x]
Z(η1, η2)
,
where:
η1 =
1
2σ2
η2 =
µ
σ2
Z(η1, η2) = exp
[
η22
4η1
− ln η1 − lnpi
2
]
.
Second, by combining this result with Proposition 7, we conclude:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
Z(ηP + ηf )
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )
=
exp
[
(ηP2+ηf2 )
2
4(ηP1+ηf1 )
− ln(ηP1+ηf1 )−lnpi
2
]
exp
[
η2P2
4ηP1
− ln ηP1−lnpi
2
]
exp
[
η2f2
4ηf1
− ln ηf1−lnpi
2
]
= exp

(
µP σ
2
f+µfσ
2
P
σ2P σ
2
f
)2
2
σ2P+σ
2
f
σ2P σ
2
f
− µ
2
P
2σ2P
− µ
2
f
2σ2f
−
ln
σ2P+σ
2
f
2σ2P σ
2
f
− ln 1
2σ2P
− ln 1
2σ2f
+ ln pi
2

= exp
[
(µPσ
2
f + µfσ
2
P )
2
2σ2Pσ
2
f (σ
2
P + σ
2
f )
− µ
2
P
2σ2P
− µ
2
f
2σ2f
− ln 2(σ
2
P + σ
2
f ) + ln pi
2
]
,
where ηP = (ηP1 , ηP2) and ηf = (ηf1 , ηf2) are the natural parameters of the distributions P (x) and
f(x).
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Proof of Corollary 4: The proposition is proved in two steps. First, note that the gamma distribu-
tion can be written in the canonical form as:
Pgamma(x | α, β) = 1
Γ(α)βα
xα−1 exp
[
− 1
β
x
]
= exp
[
(α− 1) ln x− 1
β
x
]
exp[− ln Γ(α)− α ln β]
=
exp [η1 ln x− η2x]
Z(η1, η2)
,
where:
η1 = α− 1
η2 =
1
β
Z(η1, η2) = exp[ln Γ(η1 + 1)− (η1 + 1) ln η2].
Second, by combining this result with Proposition 7, we conclude:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
Z(ηP + ηf )
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )
=
exp[ln Γ(ηP1 + ηf1 + 1)− (ηP1 + ηf1 + 1) ln(ηP2 + ηf2)]
exp[ln Γ(ηP1 + 1)− (ηP1 + 1) ln ηP2 ] exp[ln Γ(ηf1 + 1)− (ηf1 + 1) ln ηf2 ]
=
η
ηP1+1
P2
Γ(ηP1 + 1)
η
ηf1+1
f2
Γ(ηf1 + 1)
Γ(ηP1 + ηf1 + 1)
(ηP2 + ηf2)
ηP1+ηf1+1
=
1
Γ(αP )β
αP
P
1
Γ(αf )β
αf
f
Γ(αP + αf − 1)
(
βPβf
βP + βf
)αP+αf−1
,
where ηP = (ηP1 , ηP2) and ηf = (ηf1 , ηf2) are the natural parameters of the distributions P (x) and
f(x).
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Proof of Proposition 8: This claim is proved in two steps. First, we find a point w in the feasible
region of the HALP such that V w is within O(δ) distance from V ŵ. Such a point w is given by:
w = ŵ +
δ
1− γ e,
where e = (1, 0, . . . , 0) is an indicator of the constant basis function f0(x) ≡ 1. This point satisfies
all requirements and its feasibility can be handily verified by solving:
V w − T ∗V w = V ŵ + δ
1− γ −
(
T ∗V ŵ + γδ
1− γ
)
= V ŵ − T ∗V ŵ + δ
≥ 0,
where the inequality V ŵ − T ∗V ŵ ≥ −δ holds from the δ-infeasibility of ŵ. Since the solution w
is feasible in the HALP, we conclude Eψ
[
V w˜
] ≤ Eψ[V w]. Subsequently, this observation leads to
our final result:
Eψ
[
V w˜
] ≤ Eψ[V w]
= Eψ
[
V ŵ +
δ
1− γ
]
= Eψ
[
V ŵ
]
+
δ
1− γ .
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Proof of Proposition 9: The proposition is proved in a sequence of steps:
∂f(x)
∂ηfk
=
∂
∂ηfk
(
h(x) exp[ηTf t(x)]
Z(ηf )
)
= h(x)
[
1
Z(ηf )
∂ exp[ηTf t(x)]
∂ηfk
+ exp[ηTf t(x)]
∂
∂ηfk
(
1
Z(ηf )
)]
= h(x)
[
tk(x) exp[η
T
f t(x)]
Z(ηf )
− exp[η
T
f t(x)]
Z(ηf )2
∂Z(ηf )
∂ηfk
]
= f(x)
[
tk(x)− 1
Z(ηf )
∂Z(ηf )
∂ηfk
]
,
which follow from fundamental differentiation laws.
Proof of Proposition 10: Based on Proposition 7, we conclude:
EP (x)[f(x)] =
Z(ηP + ηf )
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )
.
Subsequently, our claim is proved in a sequence of steps:
∂f(x)
∂ηfk
=
∂
∂ηfk
(
Z(ηP + ηf )
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )
)
=
1
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )
∂Z(ηP + ηf )
∂ηfk
+
Z(ηP + ηf )
Z(ηP )
∂
∂ηfk
(
1
Z(ηf )
)
=
1
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )
∂Z(ηP + ηf )
∂ηfk
− Z(ηP + ηf )
Z(ηP )Z(ηf )2
∂Z(ηf )
∂ηfk
,
which follow from fundamental differentiation laws.
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